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PREFACE

The Mathematics-Methods Program (MMP) has been developed by the

Indiana University Mathematics Education Development Center (MEDC)

during the years 1971-75. The development of the MMP was funded by

'the UPSTEP program of the National Science Foundatfon, with the goal

of producing an innovative program for the mathematics training of

prospective elementary school teachers (PSTO.

The primary features of the MMP are:

III/ It combines the mathematics training and the methods &aining of'

PSTs.

, It promotes a hands-On, laboratory approach to teaching in which

PSTs learn mathematics and methods by doing rather than by tis-

tening, taking notes or memorizing.

It irivolves the PST in using techniques and materials that are

appropriate for use with children.

It focuses on the real-World mathematical concerns Of children

and the real-world mathematical and pedagogical concern8 of

PSTs:
-

The MMP, as developed at'th6 MEDC, irlvolves a university clasS-

room compdifent and a related public school teiching^component. The

univeEsity classroom component combines the mathematics.content

courses,and methods coUrses normally taken ,lo:y PSTs, while the public

school teaching component provides the PST with a chance to gain ex-

perience with children aridinsight fnto their mathematiCal thinking.

111/1



A Model has been developed for the iMplementation of the public

school.teaching component of the MMP. Materi ls.have been developed

for the univertity classroom portion of the P. These include 12

instructional units with the following titles:.

Numeration

Addition and Subtraction

Multiplication and Division

Rational Numbers with Integers and Reals

Awareness Geometry

Transformational Geometry

Analysis of Shapes*

Measurement

Number Theory

.Probability and Statistics .

Graphs: the Picturing of Information

Experiences in Problem Solving

These units are written in an activity format that involves the PST

in doing'mathematics 'with an eye toward the application.of that math-

ematics in the elementary.school. The units are almost entirely in-
,

dependent of one another, and any seTection of them can be done, in

any order.' It is worth noting that the first four units listed per-

,
tain to the basic number work in the elementary school; the second

four to the geometry of the elementary school; and the final four'to

mathematical topics for the.elementary teacher.

For purposes of formative evaluation ahd dissemination, the MMP

has been field-tested at over 40 colleges and universities. The

field implementation formats have varied widely. They include the

following:

Use in mathematics department as the mathematics content pro-
.

gram, or as a portion of that program; "

Use in the education school as the methods program, or as a pot--

tion.of that program,

Combined mathematics content and methods program taught in

8



either the mathematics department, or the education school, or

jointly;

Any of the above, with or without the public school teaching ex-

perience.

Common to most of the field implementations was a small-group

format for the university classroom experience and an emphasis on the

use of concrete matehials. The various centers that have implemented

all or part of the MMP have made a number of suggestions for change,

many of which are reflected in the final form of the program. It is

fair to say that there has been a general feeling of satisfaction

with, and enthusiasm for, MMP from those who have been involved in

field-testing.

A list of the field-test centers of the MMP is as follows:

ALVIN JUNIOR COLLEGE
Alvin, Texas

BLUE MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
AlikPendleton, Oregon

111,BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
Boise, Idaho

BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE
Bridgewater, Vtrginia

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
CHICO

CALIFORNIA TATE UNIVERSITY,
NORTHRIDGE

CLARKE COLLEGE
Dubuque, Iowa

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
Boulder, Colorado

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO AT
DENVER

CONCORDIA TEACKRS COLLEGE
River Forest, Illtnois

GRAMBLING STATE UNIVERSITY
Gh-ambling, Louisiana

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
Normal, Illinois

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
EVANSVILLE

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Terre Haute, Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Bloomington, Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY NORTHWEST
Gary, Indiana

MACALESTER COLLEGE
St- Paul, Minnesota

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT FARMINGTON

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT PORTLAND-
GORHAM

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANADA

vii



MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
East Lansing, Michigan

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN, IOWA
Cedar Falls, Iowa

NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Marquette, Michigan

NORTHWEST MISSOURI STATE
UNIVERSITY

Maryville, Missouri

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
-Evanston, Illinois

OAKLAND CITY COLLEGE
Oakland City, Indiana

UNIVERSiTY OF OREGON
Eugene, Oregon

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
Providence, Rhode Island

SAINTAVIER COLLEGE
Chicago, Illinois

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
San Diego,'California

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY
San Francisco, California

SHELBY STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Memphis, Tennessee

UNIVERSITY OF SbUTHERN MISSISSIPPI"'
Hattiesburg, Mississippi

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Syracuse, New York

TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
Houston, Texas

WALTERS STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Morristown, Tennessee

WARTBURG COLLEGE
Waverly, Iowa

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Kalamazoo, Michigan

WHITTIER COLLEGE
Whittier, California

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINr-RIVER
FALLS

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN/STEVENS
POINT

THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING
Laramie, Wyoming
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INTRODUCTION TO THE
PROBABILITY AND-STATISTICS UNIT

Children of elementary school age encounterproObilistic phenomena

inthe world of natUre, in their"social contacts, and in the game§ ,

.they play. It is'noth useful and interesting for them to consider

these situatiOns as examples of mathematics in,:the real world and 10 .:

study them in a systematic way'. Although most of the actiVities used
_

fri the school deal priMarily with actUal experiments, it is necessary

et
hat the teacher understand the basic mathematil concepts in order

to guide the children's development in fruitful Airections'.,

The;unit begins.With tWo essays.: -,The first As an overvtew which.

gives examples of the occurrence of probabilistic concepts in the

real world'and instances of related elementary school actfvities.
..

The second focuses direAly on teaching probability in the elementary

school.

Section I is concerned witlithe basic concepts of-probability

and'with the role of the subiject in the elementary school. It begins

with expeniences involving aterials and teChniques which can be used

to generate data With various, random features. Many of these exper-

iences can be transferred almost directly into the elementary Class-
,

iTom::, The fundamen.tal concept§ of sample space, event, and probabil-

lyTare fntroduced.in Activfties 2 through 6. Activity 7 focuses on.

't'he 'clifidq1Perspective of randOmness.. 'Activity 8 tncludes examples.:

.
of,games tAvnlving probabilistic notions, and Activity, 9 con§iders

the-importAnt ideaof,the simulation OfrandoM phenomena. A seminar'

11111
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.on the pedagogical issues ilhich arise in teaching probability cpn-

cludes Section I.

The basic concepts of statistics are introduced in Section II.

The tasks of collection, organization, and analysis of data are the

central topics of theselactivities. Section II concludes with a sem-
:.

inar on the teaching of statistics.
,

Three of the mathematical ideas introduced in SectiOns I and JI

are pursued in Section-III. Counting pr

P

lems, which arose in com-

Iputing probabilities in Section r and w 'di are of signyicant inde-

pendent interest, are.discussed in more detail in ActAkty 15. In

-Activity 16 the ideas of conditional probability and independence are

discussed. 'Nese ideas are frequently helpful in understanding sim-
.

ple experiments. Finally, the'concept of expected value, a general-

ization of the, simple mean.or average, is inIroduced n Activity 17

"OWL 'system oti educatilm tends to give chadun the ,i.m-
pliezzion that eveky question haz a singte answeA. This
is untiontunate because .the pitobtems they witt-encounteA
in tateA titie witt genetatty have an inde6inite chaAac-
ten., It seems impoAtant that duting theit yealus 06'
zchooting chadken zhoutd be tnained to kecognize de-
g/tem oti uncentainty, to compau thCik ptivate gueszes
and extaapotations.with what actuatty takes ptace--in
shoAt, to intetpicet and become mazterus 06 theit own un-
.cuttainties."

--John Cohen
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OVERVIEW

_

FOCUS:

This overview contains'a selection,of examples:of the use of ideas

with a probabilis,tic or statistical basiS to help understand the real

world. It also identifies some of the ways in which probability and

statistics occur in the elementary school.

MATERIALS:

(Optional) The Mathematics-Methods Program slide-tape Oresentation

entitled "Overview of Probability and-Statistics."

DISCUSSION:

This averview yrves two functions'. First, it introduces in an in-

faial ,manner,some of the basic ideas which are investigated in this

11110

unit. Second, it provides appropriate background and an advance

assignment for Activity 10.

DIR4IONS:

Read the two essays "Overview of Probability and Statistics," which

begins on page 5 (or view the sl,ide-tape with the same title), and
rt.

"Teaching Probability in the Elemerftvy School",,p. 9. Next, engage

in a brief discussion of some of,the,points raised. The following

questions can serve as a basis 64r the discussion. They should Pe
. -

read before reading the essays (or 'viewing the slides).

1. What are some of the benefits to children of developing a clear-
.

er understanding of uncertainty and random events?

2. Whafare some of children's out-of-school activities in which

ildeas of probability occur?

3. Discuss the influence of the hand calculator on the range of

statistical problems accessible to elementary school children.

15



4. What otper topics froWthe elementary, school mathematics .curric=

111/1

ulum might be"reinforced through a study of probability and

statistics? '
. .

.
1.5a

,

5. DiscUss, in detail' one real-world application of probability or

statistics.
.

t

6. Check to see if two people in" your.class have the Same birthday.

Your instructor will lead a disdUssion on this famous problem.

ASSIGNMENT':

Using the essay "Teaching Probability ia the,Elementary'Schopl," pp.

9-12, or the references proyldea after the essay as a guide, prepare

brief answers to the follow,ing questions. This assignment Will be

discussed in connection with Asivity 10.

1. Why is the .playing of games important in early probability ac-

tivities? )

2. The collect-ion; organization, and interpretation of data fre-

quently.Serve as the focu'for the study of statistics in the

elementary school. Is this approach an appropriate one for ele-

mentary school children? .Give an example of an activity involv-

ing the collection, organization, and interpretation of data

Which is set in the child's real. world. 'You may find the USMES

materials a useful reference.

3. After teaching a unit' on probability in the sixth grade you are

approached by a concerned parent who asks about the role of dice

and spinners in d mathematics program. What points would you

raise to support the teathing of probability and statistics in

the.elementary school and, in particular the use ofdice and

spinners as instructional aids?

4. In a taculty meeting a teacner expresses the opinion that al-

. thOOgh statistics is a sub,ject with whith every child shdrild 111
, .

have some familiarity, it is more appropriate for middle school..

or high school and should not be included in the elementary cur-

riculum. How would you respond?

11111
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OVERVIEW OF PROBABILITY AND 'STATISTJCS

10 A great .many events in the world around us inVolve uncertainty. 'Ex-

amples from the social, life and natural -sciences, the professions--
.,,

business, education, law and medicine, and from everyday experience

can 6sily be cited. The subjects of probability and statistiCs were

developed to enable us "to discuss situations involving uncertainty

and thance.in a precise and objective manner., In order to gain' a

feeling for the breadth amd importance of the use of 'peobability it

is helpful to cite someexamples and raise some questions as to how

the conclusions were reached and how they are to be interpreted.

The weatherman on'the evening news says, "There is a 70% chance

of rain tomorrow." Assuming that the broadcast reaches people

in a fairly large area,,mhat does the "70% chance of rain" mean?
. .

How was-the 70% figure determined?

Every cigaeette advertisement and package of'cigarettes carries

the statement: The Surgeon General Has Determined That Ciga-

rette Smoking Is Dangerous To Your Health. How can such an"

assertion be supported?

Before all the votes cast in an election are counted, news-

casters are able to project winners and the final percentages of

votes quite accurately. How can such accuracy be attained With

so little information?

Higher-yielding strains of agricultural.crops have been devel-

oped using genetic theories%depending on probability. Also,

crop yields can be accurately forecast long before the harvest

actually takes place.

5
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These eximples from everydayslife, medicine, political science

and agriculture.illustrate only a few of the many ways that probabfl-.

ity and statistics influence our lives. Other examples,from busines

(e.g., quality control), consumerism (erg., testing of products), and

education (e.g., evaluations of curricula-or students) could also be

given. ,All of these_examples; have in common uncertainty or unpre-
,

dictability of outcomes or results. We will use the term random to ,

,,

refer,to experiments or phendtena the specific outcomes or details. of
t,

which.are not predictable in advance.

Uncertainty is as common in the experience of elementary school

children as itis in the lives of adults, although its presence may

not be as widely reCognizee One df the,-primary goals of the study

of probability in the elementary ,school. is to make childr,en aware of

the nature df phenomena involving chance. Initial activities in this

direction would have children determine the possible outcomes for

random experimentt and thqse events which have the greatest chances

of occurring.

Game situatiOns provide natural.vehicles for the study of prob-

ability in the eiementary school. For example, games which are play

ed with..spinner devices can help develop intuitive ideas of likeli-

hood. 'There is no guarantee that probabilistic ideas are already a

part of every young child's background. 'It may take careful clues-
,

tioning by a teacher to help children realize that red is more,likely .

to occur than blue on spinner A and that red and blue are equally .

likely to ocqur op spinner B. This is especially true for a child

whose favorite color is blue or who has obtained a number of blue

outcomes on spinner A. After developing an initial feeling for the

A
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a

situktion, children can quantify it in, terms such as, "With spinner

we are twice as likely to obtain red as blue." They might then try

III lirge number of experiments in an attempt to verify this conjec-

ture.

In addition to spinners, there are many other random devices

which,can be used in probability activities. For example, coins and

dice are familiar to most children, although they have probably not-
,

thought about their experiences with them in an organize'd way.

Some recent curriculum developers

have advocated the inclusion of real-
410

world application's of probability in the

elementpry school. For example, children

might tosyhree_coins to estimate the

probability thata family With three chil-

dren has all boys,. Questions such as "Why

should we use fair coins?" anCi "How

should the results of the experiments (coin tossing) be interpret-

ed?"- serve to focus the children's attention on the use of mathe-

Illa

tics to obtain answers to real-world questions. Similar activities

can be carried out with sports events. For example,a world series

can be simulated with an appropriately constructed spinner.

The major focusof work in statistics in tpe elementary school

is on collecting, org'Snizing, and interpreting data from the real

world. Such activities clearly involve ar.ithmetic and graphing

011



skills, and they also requently involve measurement. For example,

the children in a class might collect data on their shoe sizes. The

data could beeganized in a tab.le which shows the number of childre
4

with each shye size, or the data could be presented as a graph'. An

interesting question is that of determining a "typical" shoe size for

a student in the class. lOne possible notion-of typicalness is that

shoe size which occurs most frequgntly. Another is that shoe size

which occurs in the middle when the set of shoe sizes is arranged

from sMallest to largest. A discussion of which notion is better aild

why it is better provides an- -opportunity to identify strengths and

shortcomings of information 'given in statistical terms.

Through the use of such data-collection experiments, some of the

important ideas of statistics can be, communicated to Children. these

ideas enable childf-en to better organize their knowledge about them-

selves ,and about the world around them.

8



TEACHING PROBABILITY IN THE ELEMENTARYSCHOO1
7

st as many situations:and plignomena encountered by adultS in their. .

veryday lives involve uncertainty in some form, sP also,is uncer-

tainty a common element In the eVeryday experience orchildren; only

the examples are different. Many parlor games are games of chance; 1

most sports invalve chance as well as skill; and even school work is

slimetimes viewed as an activity of chance. Th2e'concepts and tech-
1-

niqUes of probability provide a means of studyihg uncertainty from a

mathematical point of view. , *

The issues which arise in a.Consideration of the roleof proba,

bility in the elementary school have,been discussed by marty lflathemat-
i,

ics educators. The short list of references at the end of this'essay
.,

is only a small sample of the literature available on the subject.

This discussion is intended as a brief survey, and the interested
.

.

reader should explore the references for more Ogtails. -

It 'is useful to bpgin with an ideniification of several levels

throughbwhich learnjng of the subjett usually proceeds. ThiS prtic-

u

,
lar clas/Ification is due to Alfred Renyi and is discussed in more

11
etail in his article, "Remarks On the Teaching or Probability,°,.in

The Teaching of Probabilitx and Statistics, edited by Lennart 13de.

. ,

The levels are:

1. Expariments and observation of statistical regularitiei ill games

of chance, nature, sports, etc.

formulation of a mathematical system in which these experi-

ments and observations cap be usefully discussed.

3. The use of this mathematical system in descrtption anepredic-
.

tion for problems ipvolving random phenomena.

4. AXiomatic formulation of probability theorY.

Level 1 is the most appropriate for the elementary school. Topics

from levels 2 and 3 may be discussed in secondary school, and a sys-

tematic study of the subject is a part of College mathematics. Some

familiarity with levels 2 and 3 is desirable for an elementary teach

er.



Early work in probability with elementary school ciiildren should

focus on the notions of certainty and uncertainty. In the primary

grades, where the ideas are first presented, children should be led

ToEcolo
flAY

HEADS

to distinguish between know4hg somethingfor sure, i.e., with cer-

'tainty, and knowing'that something is.."probably true," i.e., without

certainty. With the usual meanings ot the words, a ping-pong ball

will float on water "for sure," while a piece of wood will probably
.

float% (It may not.if it is very dense or if waterlogged.) It is

easy for chil4ren and adults to cpnfuse a correct guess with knowl-,

-edge, and many examples of certain and uncertain events should be

discussed, it should be recognized that very young children, those

are frequently unaccustomed to dealing with sit-

uations in which more than one outcome is posOble. They tend to

avoid responses which admit alternatives, e4., "It might be red or

green," and usually exhibit-a definite preference for unambiguous

assertions, "II;V1:6 red." ft may take several tries at drawing

a white ball from44411containime red'and white balls to convince

a child that it is impossible to p-redict in.advance which color ball

will be drawn. If a Child draws a white bq-)oil thefir'st try, he

may conclude that he will draw a white ballvery time,even if ie .

knows there 'are bails of both colors fn the bag. r:On,the other hand,

if a child draws a white ball on the firSt draw, he may conclude that

he is certain to draw a red ball on the hext draw since there are

balls of both colors in the bag. These fundamental ideas. develop



slowly over a period of time and'are best taught.through concrete

1111rxamples.
*

.

Many probability experiments involve tallying, counting, and

graphing data. At first, simply developing methods to keep track of

information may be the primary objective. As the children become

more adept, the emphasis may be shifted to displaying the information
..

in an attractive and useful form.

The basic concepts of experiment, trial,'Out-

come, outcome set (or sample space), and frequency

should be introduced and developed in game situa-

tions. Games using spinners with backgrounds of
.

,

equal or unequal sectors, colored balls in bags, or

dice are readily available or easily constructed.

The notion of equa_acely_o_iJtcon11_1iiies can be intro-

duced naturally through the use of dice, spinners

with equal sectors on the background, or a bag with

equal numbers of balls of two different colors.

These ideas should be reinforced by application to

ea large number of situations drawn from the experience of the chil-

dren. . .

In the intermediate grades (4 through 6) the notions of certain-
,.

ty and uncertainty'Should be reviewed, extended, and quancjfied. The
,

concept of probability can be connecte&with ftactions in the inter-

'val from 0 to 1. Experiments in whfch the outcome is certain, e.g.,

drawing a green ball from a bag containing only green balls, and un-

certain, e.g., drawing a green ball from a bag containing both green

and yellow balls, should be continued. The dearte_efuncertainty can

be quantified through the notion of the relative frequency of a
,

specific outcOme:

number of times that outcome ocCurs
tOarTailer of trials

This idea can be explored through a variety of situations, e.g., bags

of balls with various color compositions, spinners with background

sectors. of various sizes, and attribute cards. Children should learn

11
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that th&physical characteristics of the apparatus are reflected in

the sizes of the,relative frequencies of the various outcomes. The

ability to cgcognize this connection and to use it effectively is a

significant goal.

More Complicated experiments can be analyzed with the aid of

-/ tree diagLams. Multistage experiments; e.g., tossing two coins or

tossing a coin and rolling a die, have more complicated Outcome sets.

As the situations become more complex, the need for symbols and

terMinology becomes more apparent. However. it is the ideas and not

the vocabulary and symbolism which are of first importance. ,

By the fifth and sixth,grades Students have the computational ,

capability to carry out arithmetic operations w.ith probabilities; in

particular, they can add and multiply fractions. The association

between fractions in the interval 0 to 1 and probabilities can be

pursued further. The fact that the assignment of probabilities is

the assignment of numbers to outcomes or to elements of the sample

space can be made more explicit-. In particular, the probability that

none of the elements of the outcome space occurs is 0, the probabil-.

ity that one of the elements of the outcome Spate occurs is 1, and
2

an outcome with probability y is '4aiore likely" to occur than an out-

come with probability .

In summary,4the study of probability provides a quantitative

description of a very familiar facet of the student's experiehce--

namely, uncertainty. Also, it provides a connection t;,etWeen several

other strands of school mathematics: sets, graphs, rational numbers

and,rational number operations. .The study of Probability is most

fruitful for children when carried out in a real-world setting.
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Section I

BASIC PROBABILITY
AND ITS-ROLE IN THE

_ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Life inside and outside Of the classroom/It full of games, pxperi-

ments, and other acttitlties in whichithe outcome is uncertain, The

use of probability as a means of describing this uncertainty it the

primary concern of this section.

Activity 1 includes several experiments whiCh provide motivation

for the basic concepts which are developed in Activities 2 through 6.

Activities land 8 are primarily of a.pedagogical nature and are con-

cerned with the development of probabilistic thinking in children,

particularly through games. In Activity 9 we return to the use of

probability models to describe real-world phenomena, and we introduce

the important idea of simulation as a modeling device. The final ac-

tivity, Activity 10, is a seminar which reviews the section from the

point of view of teaching probability in the'elementary school.

MAJORQUESTIONS

1. Discuss in your own words the statement, "The concept of proba-

bil'ity gives a quantitative meaning to the idea of uncertainty,"

2. What are the adOntages and disadvantages of using only game'

s ations to develop the basic ideas of probability?

3. C ment on the following statement, "The notions of possibil ty

IIIand impossibility are 'pre-probability' concepts,"

15
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4. To what extent is .preci se tgrminology a matter of importance in

the study of pribbabi 1 ity? Is the possi bi 1 ity of misunderstand-

ing greater here than in other mathematical topicsk

5. To what extent do el emehtary school children need th.i notion of

sample space (not necessarily expl ic itly ) before they can under-

stand the concept of probabil jty?
"

16 -
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ACTIVITY ka

XPERIMENTS

FOCUS:

This activity is designed to provide experiences'in actually tarrying

out experiments involving uncertainty. The major emphasis here is on

providing motivation for the basic concepts of probability and on orl
ganizing andrecording data: .The data obtained fn tnese:e-xperiments

,

will be used in later activities.

MATERIALS:

.1. Several circular cylinders with different cross section-to-

length ratios, for exapple, a section of the cardboard center of

a paper towel roll, the center of a cellophane tape roll, sev-

-- eral pieces cut from Wooden dowels, etc.:
.

,

111/1

2. A bag of 25 chips of four different colors (red,'white, blue,

green).

3. A spinner which has three equal colored sectors (blue, green,.

/
red). <.

4. A fair coin.

DIRECTIONS:

PART I

-

Perform each of the three experiments described below. It'is useful

for three orfour students,to wOrk togelher-on each experiment and

divide the effort. If this procedure is adopted, then each ex0eri-

ment should be replicated twice in order to have more data for Part

II. Record the results of the experiments in the tables or diagrams

provided. These results will be used in the class discussion which

concludes this activity and also in later activities.

17
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A. A Cylinder Experiment

1. Mark (with paint, marker or colored pencil) the faCes of the

1110cylinders as illustrated below. The purpOse of the marking

is to enable you to tell one end of the cylinder, from the

other. A trial of the experiment consists of flipping the

cylinder and recording how it lands.. Perform several pre-

-.....\ liminary flips to. determine the best technique for obtaining

random landing positions. Ake a flipping:technique has

been selected, use the same technique throughout the- experi-

ment.

CurvediSurface

2. In this case an experiment consists of 30 trials. S6lect a

cylinder, perform an experiment, and record the.results in

Table 1. Select a cylinder with a different diameter-to-

height ratio, perform an experiment, and recordthe results

in Table 1.

Table 1

Outcome Number of Times Outcome Occurs .in 30 Trials

Curved Surface

Red End

Blue End

vda-Sifrface

Red E'

Blue En
_

.

(Hint: In recording the data, use a tallying system.to.help

you keep track of the results.)

29,
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3. Which outcome occurred most lrequently for the first cylin-

der? For the Second? If the experiments.were repeated,

would the same outcomes occur most frequently again?

' 4. What differences do you see in the data for the.two cylin-

Aers? What differences would you expect in the data for two

cylinders with the same diameter but with dWerent heights? .

B. An Experiment with Chips

I. The bag contains. 25 chips. Do not .examine the contents of

eth
e
bag or Otherwise'attempt to determine the distribution

of colors amongthe chips. A trial consi5ts of shaking the

bag, selecting a chip (without looking), recording its

color,'and replacing the chip in the bag.

2'. In this case an experiment consists bf 25 trials. Perform

an experiment and record the results An Table

Table 2

Number of Times.Outcome'Occurs in Z5 Triafs

3, Using the 'fact that there are 25 chips in the bag, provide

estimates on the following quantities based on the evidence

obtained An your experiment.

The percent of red chips in.the bag.

The perceht of white chips in the bag.

. A. Do,you think your estimates in 3) would be.the same if you

.performed another experiment and combined.the new results

with the old results? Why? (In the class discussion which

follows, this question will 6 considered in more detail

and the actual composition bf the bag will besexamined.)

19
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C. A Spinner and Coin Experiment

1110
1. This experiment utilizes a spinner with three equal sectors

and a fair coin. A trial consists of spinning the spinner °

. . .

&Ad tossing the coin, and then recording the results.

2. Decide how to record the results of each.trial. .Remember a

result consists of a color (where the pointer on the spinner

ends) and either "heads" or "tails" depending on how the

coin lahds. .

/

3. An experiment consists of 24-tria1s. Perform an experiment

and record youe results in Table 3.

Table 3

Outcome Number of Times Outcome Occurs in 24 Trials

4. Use the results to estimate the number of blue-tails out-

comes in an experiment consisting of 100 trials.

5. Suppose.that you had to estimate the proportion of blue-

tails outcomes whAch.would occur without performing any ex-

periments. What estimate would you give and why? (Hint:

Ute the symmetry of the spinner and coin to obtain a theo-

retical estimate.) Does the relation belween your experi-

mental and theoretical.results seem reasonable?,

PART II

A'S a class, discuss the results of the experiments. The following

topics can serve as a guide for the discussion.

20
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A Cylinder Experiment

I. Did the same outcome occur most frequently in,every repeti-

tion of the experiment Using the same cylinder? What about

experiMents using different cylinders?

2. Compare the geometry of the cylinder used in an experiment

with the results. Suggest a relation (as precise as you,.

can) between the geometry of the cylinder and the frequebcy

of the three outcomes. Does this correspond to your intui-

tion?

B. An Experiment with Chips

Each group has constructed a Table 2. Combine the results Rf

'these tables in the following manner.

i. Identify the experiments performed by the different groups

by assigning each group a number:7 1, 2, ..., etc.

Graph :the percent.of red chips obtained by group 1. on the

graph below.

iii. Combine the resultg obtained,by groups 1 and 2 and find

the percent Of red,chips n the cOmbined experiment. Plot

this information on the graph below.

iv. Continue this process until the.resulfs of the experiments

.performed by all groups have been combined and graphed.

100%

=meow

50%

11/Imi

I I I

group groups groups
4 1,2 1,2,3

Cumulative Percent of Red Chips Drawn

21
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Using the summary of the-experiments-provided by the graph on

the preceding page, -discussthe following questions.
. 4

1. Is there ar trend in the value of the percent of red chips al'
the;results of more and more experiments are lumped to-

gether?

2. If you had to estimate the percent of red chips in the bag

now, what estimate would you give? How many red chips do

you predict are in the bag?

Open the bag and determine the number of red chips exactly.

How does the estimate you made in the preceding question

compare with the actual number?

C. A Spinner and Coin Experiment

Combine fhe results of Experiment C for all the groups and com-

plete, a graph as in the chips experiment. What is an appro-
..

priate vertical scale for.the graph?

group groups groups
1 1,2 1,2,3

Cumulative Percent of Blue-Tails Outcomes

Use the graph to discuss the following questions.

1. Is there a trend in the proportion of blue-tails outcomes as

more and more experiments are lumped together?

2. If you had to estimate the proportion of blue-tails outcomes

which, would occur in 1000 repetitions orthe experiment,

what estimate would you give?

22
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3. How does the estfmate you made earlier using the symmetry of

the spinner and coin compAre with the estimate determdned in

the pr'eceding question?

General Questiox,, :

If you wanted 01 stimaee the chance of a particulr basketball.play-

er making a free throw on.his next trip to the foul line, what data-

would be most 6seful to you? In view of your experiencts in this ac-

tivity, what cautions would you need to observe in making an estimate

from the data?

TEACHER TEASER

?2 Many teachers feel that since a student

is likely to answer some quesiions on a

true-false quiz correctly just by guess-

ing, the score on such a quiz should be

obtained by subtracting some fraction

of the number of wrong answers from the

number of 'right answers. What is the

"best" fraction?

That is, if R is the number of right

answers, W is the number of wrong answers, p is some number

between 0 and 1, and S is the score to be recorded, then

S = R - (p x W). ,

What is the best choice of p?

`c)
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ACTIVITY 2

SAMPLE SPACES AND EVENTS

FOCUS:

The concepts of sample space and event are fundamental to a quantita-

tive discussion of the notion of chance. In this activity these con-

cepts are defined and related to the experiments of Activity 1.

DISCUSSION:

The sample space associated with an experiment is

the set of all possible outcomes of the experiment.

EXAMPLES

A. In the experiment consisting of rolling a single ordinary die

and noting the number of dots on the face which lands uppermost,

the outcomes may be identified with the ihtegers 1 through 6.

Therefore, the sample space may be defined as the set II, 2, 3,

4, 5, 61.

B. The sample space for the experiment of tossing a coin may be de-

fined as iH, T1 where H denotes the outcome "heads" and T de-

notes the outcome "tails."

C. In the. experiment of Tolling a die and tossing a coin, each out-

come consistsof an integer between I and 6 (inClutive) which

gives the number of dots on the uppermost face of the die, and a

letier.N or T which identifies the side of the coin which lands

up. Therefore, the set of outcomes, the samplespace, may be

defined by {IH,' 2H, 3H, 4H, 5H, 6H, 11, 27, 37, 41., 51, 67}.

It may happen that we are more interested in the set of those out-

1111

comes with some particular characteristic than in the set of all oUt-

24



comes. For example, suppose the result of rolling a die was an even

11111

number of dots on the uppermbst face. What outcomes could have

occurred? The subset of the sample space satisfying the condition is

the set {2, 4, 6}, and this is referred to as th event of an even ,

number of dots on tne uppermost face of the die.

In an experiment, an event E is a subset of the $am-

ple space of the experiment. An event E is said to

occur if the outcome of an experiment corresponds to

one of 'the elements of E.

EXAMPLES

A. A first-grade class consists of six- and seven-year-old boys and ,

girls. An experiment consists of selecting a child at random

and noting the age and.sex. The sample spaceftay be defined by

{6B, 6G, 7B, 7G}. The event of selectihg a boy otcurs if the

child selected is in the set {6B, 7B}. The event of selecting

six-year-old occurs if the child'selected is Jo ,the set

{6B: 6G}.'

B. The experiment of spinning the spinner shown at

the right two times and noting the outcomes (in

order) has the sample space

{(1 ,1), (1,2), (1,3), (2,1),

(2,2),, (2,3), (3,1), (3,2), (3,3)1.

The event "at least one 2" occurs if the outcome is one of the

elements cif the set

{(1,2), (2,1), (2,2), (2,3), (3,2)1.

The event "exactly one 2" ccurs if the outcome is one of the

elements of

{(1 ,2), (2,1), (2,3), (3,2)).

, 25'
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DIRECTIONS:

Read the Discussion above. As aclass, work and discuss the exer-.

cises which follow.

1. Specify a sample space for each of the following (one-trial) ex-

periments:

a) A basketball is thrown at a goal. ,

b) The last digit on the license plate of'a Ossing car

noted:

c) A card is selected randomly from a bridge deck.

d) A student is selected randomly from your class.

e) The spinner shown below is spun three tiMes.

2. In the experiment described in lb), deteroine ttie events:

a) The digit is less than 5.

b) The digii is even.

c) The digit is not 7.

3. In the experifient described in lc), determine the events:

a) The card selected is a black queen.

b) ;1.he card selected is a queen.

c) The card selected is black.

4. In ..the experiment described in le), determine the events:

a) The first spin lands on hlue.

'37
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.b) The first two spins land on blue.

1110
c) No spin lan-ds on blue.

Complete the following exercises as a homework assignment.

5. A cylinder experiment similar to that of Activity 1, Part I. A.

(pp. 18-19) consists of three trials. Determine the sample

space of this experiment.

6, For the experiment described in exercise 5, describe in ,lords

.any two events. Define the event using set notation. .Be sure

that each event is a subset. The subset may be the empty set or

it may be the entire sample space.

7. An experiment consists of rolling a red die and a green die

simultaneously and noting,the number of dots on the uppermost

face of each.

a) Specify a sample space.for the experiment. How many ele-

ments are there ih your sample space?

Express each of the following events as a subset of the sample

space; i.e., list the outcomes in each event.

b) The same number appears on the face of each die.

c) A 6 appears on the face of the green die.

d) The nuMber on the red die is a mul_tiple of 3.

e) The suM of the nuMbers Of dots on the two *dice is 7.

f) The sum of the numbers of dots on the two dice is 1.

g) The sum of the-numbers of dots on the two dice is less than

13

8 OPTIONAL: Setect a mathematics text Pcom gltade 6, 7, wt. 8.

De4clabe one activ.ity in the text which, invave.6.the concept:a o6

samiate Apace and event., (Note: The wond4 "Aampte Apace" and

"event" may not be azed even i6 the conceptA ate intkoduced.)

27
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ACTIVITY 3

ASS.IGNING PROBABILITIES

FOCUS:

After the set of possible outcomes is determined, the next question

is, "How does one evaluate the likelihood that a specific outcome

will occur?" This is the questiepalhe e assigns probabilities

to outcomes, end it is the topic of this act ay'. An appropriate

assignment of probabillties\-As crucial to the usefulness Of probabil-

ity as an aid to decision-making.

MATERIALS:

Two ordinary dice; a bridge deck; the results of Activity 1.

DISCUSSION:

Although in some situations you may be provided with the probability

of an outcome (e.g., the weather-service gives the chance of rain

tomorrow as 60%), at some point each probability must be determined.

We will discuss two fundamentally different methods of accomplishing

this One method is based on actual experiments, and the other is

based on logical argument.

The probabilitY of an outcome is a number associated with that

outcome. If A denotes an outcome then Pr[A] will denote the proba-

bility of that outcome.

lf.A is certain4to occur, that is, If. A occurs e/ery time the

experiment is performed, then Pr[A] = 1.

If A never occurs, then Pr[A] = O.

If all cases Pr[A] is a number between 0 and 1, inclusive.

The sum of the probabilities of all of the'outcomes of ah eXper-

iment is 1. That is, if ther re m outcomes, say Ai, A2, ...

A
m'

exactly one of which must oc ,'then

Pr[A1] + Pr[A2] +
711111
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The two °Methods by whiCh Pr[A] can be determined for:an Outcome A

'

III/will be referred to as the method of symmetry and the methodof

relatiye frequencies.

;
Method of Symmetry or Equal Likelihood ,

If one opens a new game and finds an ordthary six-sided die, then the

normal assumption ls,that tile die is fait. . This assumption is based

on a superficiaxamination of the die--all faces appear-to be ap-

proximately the same (other than the number of dots), and on:Orevious

experiences with dice (except in very unusual situations, no one side

of a dieseems to be favored). Thus, given a new die,'one assumes

that it is fair, or equivalently, one assumes that wben,it is rolled

each.side will land uppermost about the same fraction of the tim$.

Since there are .six s es,'timis means that we expect,a 1 about i-, of

the time, a 2 about : of the time, etc- We express this.by making a
6

1
formal assumption that the probability of the outcome 1 is -6, the

,

1
probability of the-outcote 2 is lc, etc. .1n the case of a fair die

the set of outcomesv, the sample space, is

1111/ . S . {l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}

and the assignment of probabilitieS Ned on symmetry ts
,

Pr[1] = il M21= Pr[3] - i, Pr[4] . .1c, Pr[5] 6 pr(6]

This assignment of prObabilities can be expressed more concisely as

Pr[A]/ . i for eaCh outcome A in S. Notice that fOr*each outcome A,

0 < Pr[A] < 1 and Pr[1] -0. pe[2] 4, Pr[3] + Pr[4] -0- Pr[5] 4- Pr[6] .111111
.6+ .6. + .6. 4. e .6. +. 6.= 1. The term symmetry is used here because

the basic assumption regarding equally likely outcomes is frequently

based upon the symmetry of a physical apparatus, situation, Or exper-

iment. It follows that you should be less willing to ti.e this method

with a coin which is badly abraded on one side t.han with.) new coin.

Another example of the use of the method of symmetry is that of

flipping a quarter selected randomly from the change in your pocket,

The faces of t 41,51.M.10 appear to be approximately the game, ahd

conseguent we assume that when the cOin is flipped each face is

29
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eqUally likely to land up. The sample space'for the Outcome of the

experiment5flipping the quarter is {FIJ}, and the asOgnmeht of
' 1 1

probabilAties based on symmetry is Pr[H] = 2-, Pr[T] = 2- .

,Of course,- if-experlenceindicates that the assignment of proba-

bilities based on symmetry does not yield reSults consistent with

observations, then the basic assumption of equally likely outcomes

must be re-examined.

Finally, it is portant to sure that the symmetry is actual

'and not illusory. T tre are some situations which appear to be

symmetric, but which are not. A fal ly straightforward example of

this is the following.

Suppose that there are three pal .of ordinary bridge cards turned

face down in front of You. You know that one pair con'sists of iwo

black cards, one pair consists of two red cards, andone pair con-

sists of one black card and one red card. You select one card at

random and turn it face up. It is black. What is the probability

that theiremaining card of that pair is black?

, At first-glance you might be inclined to argtre using symmetry as

follows: Since Ne card is black we know that it ,came from either

the black-black pair or the black-red pair. Since it could just as

well h4ve cope from either pair..(the choice at random) the two are

equally likely and consequently the probab .ty that the remaining

card in the pair is black is 2... This sup fi ial argument is filse,
1

and the error will be pointed out in Activ ty 16. (Incidentally, the

probability that the remaining card in the pair is black is .)
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Method of Relative Frequency'

Tihe cylinder tosstng experiment of Actiyity 1,is an example of an ex-

periment in which there is no easy method using reasoning alone to

assign probabilities to the three outcoMes:

red blue

Depending upon the physical features of the cylinde , it may be pos-

sible to use symmetry to argue that Pr[A] Pr[C]. However, no sym-

metry argument can be used to determine Pr[B n a situation of

this sort it'is. convenient to use the relative e uency of the

occurrence of outcome.3 as an estimate for Pr[B]. That ts, toss the

cylinder:several times and use the relative frequencies

number of times red lands up
total number of tosses

number of times blue lands up
total number of tosses

number of times cylinder-lands on its side
total number.of tosses

as estimates of (or approximations to) Pr[A], Pr[C], and Pr[B] re-

spectively. The larger the nuMber of tosses the more likely that the

resulting estimates of the probabilities are good 'ones; recall the

graph constructed in Activity 1 for Experident A. The. number. of

, repetitions needed depends upon the accuracy desired of the estimates

and the desired degree.of certainty that this accuracy ts achieved.

More advanced mathematicscan be used to determine the number of

repetitions needed.

The probability of an event is a number associated with that

event. Once a probability has been assigned to each outcome n a

sample space, then we can define the probability, of any event as

follows:

31
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The probability of an event E is the sum of the proba-L

bilities of all outcomes in that event.

(Remember that 'an event is a subset of the sample space and therefore

is a set of oUtcomes.)

For example, the event of selecting a queenJrom a bridge deck

is the set 40, 1,Q, Q, 40. If we use the method Of symMetry
1

and assign the probability -57-to the outcome of drawing any slipecific

card on a random draw, then the probability of selecting a queen is

Pr[ 4 Q] + Pr[ 11.0 + Pr[ Q] + Pr[ 4 Q] 512 + 512 512 + 512 = 542

DIRECTIONS:

1

After reading through the Discussion (eit4er individually or as a

class) work the following problems.

1. Use the relative frequencies computed by the class in Activity 1

to assign probabilities to the following outcomes.

a) A specific cylindee lands 'on its side.

b) The chip drawn from the bag is red. (Remember, use the fre-

quencies, not your knowledge of what is in the bag.)

c) The spinner points to blue and the coin lands with tails up.

2. If we shuffle a bridge deck and draw one card at random, what is
4

the probability of drawing

a) a spade?

b) a ix?

c) the six of spades?

3. If we roll two dice and note the numbers on the uppermost faces,

what is the probability that

a) °they are both 6?

b) the sum is 1,2?

c) the sum,is "P?

32 -
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Th

It is a consequence of the properties ofyrobabilities of out-

comes.(p. 28) that each event has a probability between 0 and I.

What is the significance of an event E with.Pr[E] = 0? with

Pr[E] = 1?

5. Use the method of symmetry to

a) Compute the probability of eaCh of the eventS described in

exercise"3 of Activity 2, p. 26.

b) Compute the probability of eaCh of the events described in

homework exercise 7 of Activity 2, p. 27.
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TEACHER TEASER

A geoboard can be used to help you

solve the following problem:

You and a friend agree to meet at a

bookstore during.your lunch hours.

You know that each of you has 0,bout a

ten-minute walk from his or her

office to the bookstore and that each

will take about thirty minutes to eat.

lunch, so that each of you will spend

only about ten minutes at the book-

store. Assume that you are Willing to take the time to eat in

two intervals if necessary. If-you don't know for sure when

your frieneplans to go to the bookstore, what time is the best

for you to go and what is the probability that you will meet?

You may want to simi)lify the problem by assuming that both you

and your friend leave your,offices only on the hour or 10, 20,

or 30 minutes after the flour,

Hint: Think of the geobdard as being set up as follows, and

identify the region on the geoboard that corresponds to a
,

meeting.

12:30

12:20

12:10

12:00

12:00 12:10 12:20 12:30

You
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ACTIVITY 4

OUNTING I

fOCUS:

In assigning probabilities using the symmetry method one usually has

to determine the total number of possible outcomes of an experiment...

The counting techniques introduced in Activities 4 and 5 will help

you in this determipatian. In addition, the problems studied in

these activities--known as combinatorial problems--:are of independent

interest and arise in many different.contexts. The methods intro-

duced in these activities will be used in computing probabilities in

Activity 6.

ti

Setting the Stage

In 197i General Aoldrs manufactured approximately five million auto-
e *I W

mobiles. Each of these cars was equipped with the s.ame type of lock,

ut.of course they are not all keyed alike. "Are there enough differ-

,
ent arrangements of the tumblers 6 theJocks to have a different key

for each car? This question is answered Tater in the aCtivity.

Note: The tumblers in an ordinary lock are small metal cylinders

whose height is adjusted by the depth of potches cut into the key.

If the correct key is inserted into th lck, the tops of the tufo-
..

blers are aligned in sUch a way that the li be turned and

Alkthe lock opened.
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6IRECTIONS:

0Read the examples and answer those questions designated by your in-

structor.

EXAMPLE 1

In Experiment1C of Activity 1 there were six possible outcomes. The

set of possible outcomes of each trial is illustrated by the tree

diagram shown below. Ihe beginning ,of the experiment is indicated'

by the' 1"start" box. The outcomes for the coin toss are indicated by

the "heads" and "tails" boxes and the outcomes of the spin of the

pointer are "red," "green," and "blue." The:six outcomes are listed

to the right of the diagram.

heads-red

heads-blue

heads-green

tails-red

tails-blue

tails-green

For each'of the two ways the coin can land', there are three colors on

which the pointer of the spinner can stop. Therefore, there are 2.3

or 6 possible outcomes for each trial of the experiment. (Note that

there are 6 items listed in the final column of the tree diagram.)
4

The process of constructing a diagram in this manner may be helpful

in answering the questions below.

Questions

I. Suppose that a college dormitory keeps records by sex and yer

in school (F, S, J, Sr, Grad). How many classifications are

needgi?
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2. A class is to make a weather chart on which each day is to be

classified with respect to precipitation7-none, rain, and snow--

and temperaturehot, warm, cool, and cold. How many classifi-

cations are needed? (Suppose that there is an agreement which

distinguishes between hot, warm, cool and cold days, and days

with various sorts of precipitation. For example, we might

adopt the convention of recording the temperature at a fixed

time and assigning hot, warm, etc. on that basi,s. A similar

Convention can be adopted for precipitation.)

3. A school baskttball team has its choice of red, blue or green

T-shirts with white or yellow numbers or white or yellow T-

shirts with blue or green numbers. From how many alternatives

must a choice be made?

You will find tree diagrams very useful in working the problems which

follow Example 2. Many problems which appear quite complex when

stated in words are shown to be Much simpler when a tree diagram is

constructed.

EXAMPLE 2

Unprepared students sometimes answer questions on true-false or '

multiple-choice examinations by guessing. If a student answers five

true-false questions by guessing, in how many ways can he fill in the

answers? (If you see how to aniwer this question, go on to question

4.)

Before answering this question, we consider a simpler one. Sup-

pose two questions are answered by guessing. Possible responses can

be diagrammed as follows.

start

Response tR
first question

Response to Poss,ible responses

second question to two questions

true

true T-T

false 1 T-F

true F-T

false
false I F-F
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For each of the two possible responses to the first question there

are two responses to the second question, and consequently there are

2.2 or 4 ways of responding to the two-question true-false quiz.

This result can be used to determine the number of possible re-

sponses to a three-question quiz. Indeed, to each possible sequence

of responses to the first two questions, there are two possible re-

sponses to the third question. Therefore, there are 4.2 or 8 possi-

ble ways of completing the three-question quiz. They are

TTT TFT FTT FFT

TTF TFF FTF FFF

It may be,helpful to construct.a tree diagram similar to the one

on page 37 in'this case.

In how many ways can a five-question true-false quiz be com-

pleted?

Questions

4. Suppose that a multiple choice quiz is giver with five possible

'responses to each item. .How many different answer sheets can

there be for a two-item quiz? For a five-item quiz?

In education, as in most other fields, pompous jargon is some-

times used to conceal a lack of understanding of the isSues. In

fact, one sometimes has the feeling that phrases are coined in-

dependently of the matter being discUssed. One such,method for

creating pompous phrases is to choose any word from the first

column below, any word from the second column, and any word from

the third.

homogeneous curricular

unstructured instructional activities

individualized conceptual . approach

evolutionary developmental laboratory

accelerated societal philosophy

spiraling sequential program

solidly-based cognitive

resources
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For example, an overly enthusiastic textbook writer could assert

that his "individualized developmental approach to learning

his use of homogeneous instructional activities provide,

student with a solidly-basechcurricular program."

How many three-word phrases can be created in this,way?

6, Why are area codes needed for phone numbers in the U.S.A.?

Couldthe telephone industry get by with two-digit area codes

today? (Hint: How many different sequences of seven digits are

available for use as phone numbers? On the other hand, the pop-

ulation of the U.S.A. is over 200 million, and there are over

100 million telephones in use.)

7. Summarize the general counting method that you have used to

solve the problems in this activity.

8. Find iwo additional problems, of the type appearing in 9uestions

1 through 6 which might arise in the elementary school.

We concfude thts activity by examining the question posed in "Setting

he Stage." Keys for 1973 General Motors cars were designed with six

rlotch positions and six depths of notch at each position. How many

different keys could be made?
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4, Two Identical Cars Land Mechanics in Jail*

OThere were two identical cars parked in the same block,two set s

of ignition keys fitting both vehicles, and a request to take one of

the cars to a service station for repairs. It all added up to two

confused mechanics in Tulsa, Oklahoma, being jailed mistakenly,for

auto theft.

David Johnson, 26 and Larry

Cowher, 25, answered a call

shortly after midnight to repair

a flat on a 1966 white Ford

Mustang parked downtown.

They met the owner at a bar

and he gave them the keys; When

they returned to the bar after fix-

ing the flat, the owner.asked them

to try to start his carwhich he'

had been unable to do.

While Johnson and Cowher were receiving those instructions, how-
IIII/

ever, someone else drove up in an identical white 1966 Mustang and

parked in the same block. The mechanics returned to the scene, but

got into the wrong car. The keys fit the ignition, however, and when

the vehicle started without any trouble they decided to give it a

test drive before reportind back to their customer.
odp

logoriqi

ii

1

I 11111""D!II ill

*"Two Identical Cars Land Mechanics in jail," Daily Herald-Telephone

41110

(Bloomington, Indiana), November 6, 1975, p. 14.
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The owner of the second car, returning at that moment, saw them

I,
drive away and`called police, who stopped the vehicle.a few blocks

way. Johnson and Cowher swore the owner had given them the keys to
,

the car. The owner claimed he had the only keys and had never seen

the mechanics.

Police Capt. Ralph Duncan'tried to resolve the conflicting

stories byRsending a patrol car to the scene of the "crime," where

they discovered the unhappy customer and his still disabled car. The

owner of the first car verified the mechanics' story and Johnson and

Cowher were released from jail about 4 a.m.

"I guess those keys fit both cars," Duncan.said. "It's just one

of those one-in-a-milli.on deals that I seem to get every night or

so." I
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'ACTIVITY 5

COUNTING II

FOCUS:

The topic of Activity 4 is continued, and'other types of counting

problems are considered.

DIRECTIONS:

Read the examples and answer those questions designated py your in-

structor. .

EXAMPLE 1

Three children wanted to place their drawings in a.row on the bulle-

tin board. The pictures were of a tree, a mariand a house:

To be fair, the children decided to change the order of the drawings

each day and to leave the drawings up until each arrangementh'd been

used. The children sketched the possible irrangements as follows:

21\
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1

The children concluded that they' Mdst leave thetr di-Splay-up for siX

111/1

days. After the drawings had been displayedlor the six days-, One

child tnvented a way tO determine the number Of arrangements Without
.

(-----
having to actually sketch them. She reasoKed: ."Ahy of the thr,ee

dra.wings,can be placed at the left end of the rpw. After ,the first

drawing has been, selected, either of ene-two remaining drawings can

be placed next. The remainineArawing must be put last at the end of
6

the row. There are 3-2.1 or 6 possible arrangements of the draw-

ings."

Questions

1. Opnstruc a tree diagram for the situation described above.

2. How many

described

three?

rrangements would have been possible in the situit On

above if there had been four drawings instead of

3. Anagrams are words which use exactly the same letters but in
,k

different orders. For example, plates, staple, petals, pastel

and pleats are4anagrams.

a) There are two possible arrangements of the word NO:

NO ON

There are six possible arrangements of the word EAR:

AER (an alternate spelling of the word air)

ARE

EAR

ERA

RAE (a deer)

REA (Railway Express Agen or Rural Electrification Ad-
,

minia4ration)
sod

Note that *the six possibilitie can be lis6d systematically

by writing the words in alphabetical order. What are the

possible arrangements of the letters in the "word" ATP

(adenosine triphosphate)? Don't forget TPA (Traveler's'

Protective Association).
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b) How many possible arrangements are there of the 'four, letters

NOPE? (Tryto figure out how many there are without .actual-

ly writing out all the possible arrangements. It is not

necessarifor the "word" to have a meaning--appear in a

dictionaryfor the arrangement to be a legitimate one.),

4. If a nectarine, an orange,'a pear and an eggplant-are placed in

a row, how manY sar angements of the items are there?

5. a) Would it be possible for the manager of a baseball_team

(nine'persons) to try out each of the possible batti64

orders in Order to determfne the best one? . (How mdny_tat-
..

Ong orders are possible? Us4 a hand calculator or use

rounding as you,multiply.)

b) If the manager wants the pitcher to bat lost and his.test

hitter to bat in the clean-up (fourth) position, how many

tatting orders are still.pbssible?

.6. "The answers to questions 3b) and 4 are the saiiie. Find a third

problem wpich has the same answer. How would you describ0

situation which has the basic features of these prob ems?:

EXAMPLE 2'

In how many different ways can the top three positiohS of the Big

Ten basketball standings be filled at the end of the.season? (Remem-

ber there are 10 XelMs. Assume no ties.) To analyze the ituation

we observe that any one of the teams could be in first place, any of

'the nine remAinirrg teams could be in second place, and any of the

eight other teams could be in tivird place. It follows that there are '

10.9.8 or 720 ways for the top three positions in the standings to be

filled at the end of the season.

Questions

V 9

7. Five different floats are to be lined up for a parade: n how. '

many ways can-this be done?
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8. There are ten floats entered in a contest,. The best-five are.to

be selected and lined up for eparade.

a) How many different parades can there be? What,do you mean

by different parades?

If a different parade began every half hour.; 24 hours a day,..

how long would it be before thelast One-started 0.0 (As-

Spe that the floats can appear in as Many parades os need-

ed,)

EXAMPLE 3

In the previous problems and example's of this activity the order in

which the items were arranged has been important. For instance, in

Example 2 the arrangement

1. Indiana

2. Michigan

3. Purdue

111/1

is quite different in the eyes of a Big Ten fan than the arrangement
,

1, Michigan,

2. Purdue
,

3. Indiana . .

/

On the other.hand, there.are some probleMs'for which the o,rder in

which the items appear is not iMportant. For°0<ample, ff there were

a post-season.tournament involving the:top three teams, then each,of

the.following six rankingS

1. Indiana 1. Indiaha 1. 'Midhigan"

2. Michigan 2. Purdue 2. Indiana

3. Purdue '3. Michigan 3. Purdue

1: Michigan 1. Purdue' 1. Purdue

2. Purdue 2. Indiana 2. ,Michigan

3. Indiana Michigan 3. Indiana

would result in the same set of teams being in the final playoff,
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namely

lIndiana, Michigan, Purduel.

.Since each of the above ordered arrangemgnts involveS the same set of

, three teams, there are six times as many ordered arrangements Of

three teams as there are unordered sets of three teams. There are

720 posOble rankings of the top three teams, and consequently there
720 '

are or 120 pOssible sets of teams in the final playoff for the

!championShip. -

Questions

9. If a group of 5even students wishes to select a Committee df

Four to negotiate with the principal; how many committees can be

selected -..rom the group? Hint: It helps tO break the problem

into two steps:

a) First calculate the total number of orceIP-4 arrangements of

four students.

b) Then observe that each Commi.ttee of Four'corresponds;to

twenty-four of the ordered arrangements in a) above. That

is, there are twenty-four times as many ordered arrangements

as there are committees.

/How many Committees of Four can the seven students select?

10. a) If each pair of points in Figure 1 is connected by a

straight line, how many,lines will there be? (Hint: One

possible way of approaching the problem is to note that the

number of lines is the same as the number of sets of pairs

of distinct points, which is half the number of ordered

pairs of Po,ints. Each line is,associated

with two Ordered pairs of points, the end-

point'g, in either order.) Check your an-

swer by drawing the lines.
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b) ,How many lines are there in Figure 2 below?

Figure 2

Al"Orf4'1\rialkvis
SWOT
1Pktifb 1/

r

11. How many three-element subsets are there in the six-elemit set?

12. Five stu'dents want o play a round-robin tennis toUrnament among

themselves; in such a tournament, each stulent plays each other

student exactly once. How many matches will there be in the

tournament?

13. How are problems 10 a) and,12 related? Create a third problem

which is related to them bbth in the same way.

14. a) Create a 'Mow many possible ordered arrangements"-type prob-

lem which has meaning for elementary school (students.

b) Create a "how_many possible (unordered) sets"-type problem

which has meaning for elementary school students.

15. (Continuation of 11) How many one-element subsets are there in

a six-element set? How many two-element subsets? How many "

0
four-, five-, six-elementesubsets?

Pascal's Triangle (see also the Number Theory unit p.82) is the

triangular array of numbers whose first seven rows are repro-

duced below.

1

1 1

1 2 1

1 3 3 1
4

1 4 4 6 4 1

1 5 10 10 5 1

1 6 15 20 15 6 1
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Compare the entries in the seventh row with your,answer§ to this'

problem.

Can you quickly determine the number of two-element subsets of 111/1

four-element set usind the triangle?

TEACHER TEASER

Even though the March Hare, Dormouse, and Mad Hatter'Cried,

"No room! No room!" when they saw Alice coming% it appears

Room!1,10

that there were actually 9 places stilAwavailable at the tea

table. So if we assume that there were 12 places in all at the

table, in how many ways Lan the four creatures be seated around.,

the ta4-0-'---
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ACTIVITY, 6

IIII1COMPUTING PROBABILITIES

FOCUS:

In assigning probabilities using the symmetry method discussed in Ac-

tivity 3, one frequently encounters the problem of determining how

many equally likely outcoMes'cap occur and how many of these outcomes

have some desired property. In this activity we ilake use of the

counting techniques introduced in Activities '42-and 5 in solving such

problems.

DISCUSSION:

Suppose that we are interested in determining the probability that a

specific outcome occurs when an experiment is performed. If we use

the method of symmetry to determine this probability, then we need to
_

determine a set of equally likely outcomes which includes.the specif-

ic outcome which is of interest to us. It.is customary to refer to
..

.

those outcomes which have a desired property as favorible out&mes.
. ,

This usage is.simply a convention, and no preference or evaluation is

implied. If there are, a*total of n equally likely outcomes and m
, (

of them are favorable; then ihe probability assigned,to the set of

I

desired outcomes is 21 .
If the set of desired outcomes is E, then

n
.,

number of outcomes favorable' to E m
Pr[E.] total number of outcomes n

This is an immediate consequence of the definition given on page 32

in Activity 3 and the fact that each oucome has probability' :

There are m outcomes in E and each has probability
1

. Remember

,tliat this assumes that the outcomes are equally likely.

EXAMPLE I

Suppose that we ask for the probabilityAhat a card drawn at random

from a completcely shuffled deck is a.black face card. Then there are
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8 favorable outcomes and 52 total outcomes. Therefore, the probabil-
8 2

1111/

ity of a randomly selected card being a black face card is 32- or

EXAMPLE 2

A student draws two cards at random from a completely 5huffled deck.

What is the probability that they are both face cards?

We view this as an experiment which consists of drawing two

cards at random from a completely shuffled deck. By symmetry each

outcome is assumed to be equally likely. How many outcomes are

there? Using the method introduced in Activity 5 to count the number

of ways in which a set of two cards can be selected from 52 distinct

cards, we find that the total number of outcomes is

52.51
2 1326.

2

(

How many of these-outcomes are favorable? I.e., how many consist of

two face cards? There are 16 face cards, and again using the method

of Activity 5 to determine the number of ways in which a set of two

cards can be selected from 16, we conclude that there,are

16.15
--T--

ways of selecting Awo face cards. That is., 120 of the outcomes are

favorable.

- Finally, th'e probability that a student drliws two'face cards in

a random selection,of two cards from a completely shuffled deck is

number of favorable outcomes 120 _

total number,of outcomes 1326 221 '

which is approximately .09.

EXAMPLE 3

What is the probability that a student4ho.is just guessing will an-

swer correctry at least two of three question% ona true-false quiz?

The total number of possible responses to three questions each

of which can be answered in two ways is 22.2 ,7 8. The obtcomes.
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which are favorable, that is, those in which at least two answers are

1110

correct canbe determined as follows':
___

a
.f.

a) Two questioriS can be answered correctly. This can,occur in

three ways: Either the first and second, second and third,

or first and thi0 can be answered correctly with the re-

maining question answered incorrectly.

OR

b) Three questions can be answered correctly. This can occur

in one way. Therefore,

3 + 1

Pr[at least two correct responses] =
1 4

T3- =

+
Note that the numerator in the expression

3 1
gives the

total number of favorable outcomes, namely 3 + 1 or 4.

TEACHER TEASER

A sports-page editor for a news-

paper criticizes a coach for "not

trying out every combination and

sticking to the best." Assume a

football squad of 46 players, and

suppose that the'coaches work 24

hours a day every day of the

year. Let each combinatiop be

tested for five minUtes. How

/Many years are required to carry

out the suggestion?

Warren Weaver, Lady Luck: The Theory of Probabflity, (Garden

City, N. Y.; Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1963), p.(101.

DIRECTIONS:
, .

Answer the questions on the following page_designated by your in-

structor.
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1. Determine the proba6ility that on a five-question true-false

quiz a student will answer all five questions correctly by

guessing. .

2., Three cards are drawn at random from a completely shuffled

bridge deck. What is the probability that all three are dia-

monds?

3. The combination to a vault consists of three numbers. The vault

is'opened by turning the dial to the'right and stopping at the

first number, then turning to the left and stopping at the sec-

ond number, and finally by turning to the right to the third

number.

a) .There'are 100 numbers on the dial of the vault. If a person

makes a.guess at the combination, what is the probabilily

that he will be correct?

b) Suppose thAt a teacher finds such a safe at an auction and

ha's each of his 25 students try out a different combination

each school day--five days a week". After about three school

years or 100 weeks, what is the probability that the class

will have opened the safe? (In a case similar to this one,

the class opened the safe after spending a year and three

months trying 59,000 combinations.)

4. A bag contains three red chips and three white chips. An -exper-

iment consists of reaching in the bag and, selecting two chips at.

random. What is the probability that both chips selected are

red?

Jr

5. A committee of three students is to be Selected at rand (by

drawing straws) from a group consisting of three fifth raders

and five sixth-graders. What is the probability that the com-

mittee will cOnsist entirely of sixth:graders?

6. A wealthy gentleman (perhaps the Grand Duke of Tuscany) knew

from long experience that in playing with three dice,a sum of 10

is easier to get than a sum of 9. On the otter .hand, when he

6 3
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listed the combinations which-add to 9 and 10, he found six of

each:

Lombinations
Which Add to 9

Combinations
Which Add to 10

3 3 3 4 3 3

4 3 2 4 4 2

4 4 1 5 3 2

5 2 2 5 4 1

6. 2 1 6 3 1

,5 3 1 6 2 2

Find where the Duke s reasoning goes astray, and calculate the

prrect probability of 'getting a sum of 10 and the correct

probability of getting a sum 'of 9: (You'll be in good company

if you can set'matters straight; things were cleared up for the

Grand Duke by the remarkable Galileo.)

7. OPTIONAL:, What L6 the p&obabitity'that at teast two peopte in a

/Loom o6 25 have the Aame bikthdaq--that L, the zame month and

day? .(H,int: Find the pkobabitity that no tap peopie in the

'Loom have the Aame 6Ltthday. Then zubttact this 0.0abitity

6kom I.) A catcutato& o& computer!. witt. be handy .4 you want to

obta,in a Aingte decimat numbek az the an&wek.
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ACTIVITY 7

A CHILD'S V4EW OF PROBABILITY EXPERIMENTS

FOCUS:

The concepts involved in a mathematical study of uncertainty are-more
complex that those, say, of the whole number operations. Moreover,
personal preferences and other subjective influences play a larger
role in the child's view of probabilistic situations. This activity

is'concernecrwith the way in whIch children rellipnd to probability

experiments.

DISCUSSION:

Certain assumptions about probability experiments may seem completely
r4easonable to Oults and yet qaite unreasonable or even false to
children. Also, there is the ever-present problem of -communication:

an adult and child may have the same idea and express it so differ-

ently that neither realizes the intentions of, the other.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Read the followingdialogue between a teacher and children named

Pam and Pat, and then answer tb-e questions which follow it.

,Teacher: We are going to play a race game. Each of you will

play on the game board with a colored marker. Each

time the pointer of this spinner lands on a certain

color, the child with that, color marker moves his
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marker one spate forWard on the game board. The win-

ner of the game,iS the first one to reach the finish'

space.

Finish Finish Finish

Start Start Start

Game Board

If you want to win the game by playing with this spin-

ner, which color wo'Uld be best for you?

Pat: I would take yellow.

Teacher. WhY7

Pat: Because yellow is my lucky color.

Pam I would/Take blue.

Teacher. Why would you'choose blue?

Pam: Because there are two different places for the pointer

to Tand with that color.

Questions

a) What is Pat's viem.4 the game?

b) Suppose the pointer were-spun three times and landecron yel-

low each time. How would you expect Pat to react? What -

would be an appropriate reaction for the teachen?

c) What is Pam's difficulty in analyzing the situation?

d) Would a spinner of the form-on the following page,help her

toavoid the mistake?
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Design an activity in which a child is assigned a ,color and

asked to pick the spinner that is best for him..

2. Read the following dialogue between a teacher and a.child named

Ellen, and then answer the questions which:follow it.

Teacher: Here is a ,bag containing red and white balls'. If you

draw a ball from the bag without looking, What cOlor

could you draw?

Ellen: White?

Teacher: Any other color?

Wen: Red?-
Teacher; Is that all?

llen: (Silence)

Teacher:. Could you draw a blue ball?

Ellen: If you put one in.

Questions

a) Does Ellen have a feeling for outcomes which are possible

and those which are impossiblea

b) Does Ellen understand the concept of sample spacm2

Was the teacher's choice of the word "could a good choice?

Do you have a better choi6e?

d) How would you improve this learning experience for Ellen?

6 7
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Discuss the relative merits of spinners and balls in bags as

.devices for generating raildgm outcomes in experiments witi ele-

mentary schoof\fhildren., Modify the experiment described in0
question 1 for use with ballt in a bag.

4. How would you handle consistently highly-subjective responses

from a child in probability game situations? Are such responses

so different frot those of adults? (Remember the basketball

player who always wears orange shoelaces and the football coach

who always carries a certain,coffee cup along the sideline

during a game.)
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'ACTIVITY 8' i

PROBAtILITY IN CHILOREN'S7GAMES.

FOCUS:*

A- large part of ChilAren's exposure to fliance and uncertainty arises

in game situations. In this activity the role of games in intr'oduc-

fng problability concepts to aildren is examined. ,

"DfsCUSSION:

Phe following game, which is suitable for-the primary grades, can be

used to introduce, certain probability concepts.

:A RACt GAME

The game requires race track (a sample is illustrated above), three

paper cars colored, blue, g'reen and red, and a set of spinners siMilar

to thOse'showon the folloWing page.
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Red Green

III

Blue

The game is played by three children as follows:

a) One child picks the spinner to be useki in'the game. If the

game is to be played several times, then the children-might

take barns in selecting a spinner.

b) Each child picks a colored car; the child who picks the,

spinner mOes the last selection.

c) The children take turns spinning the spinner or an impar-

tial fourth party may play'this role). 'After each spin,the

child witn!the car whose color-iS the same'as the region

where the pointer lands moves his car forward one space. The

inner' is the child whose car crosses the finish line first:

DIRECTIONS:

1, In small groups (three or four students) discuss the'following

questions.

a) Identify three i46as connected wfth-probability which could

be introduced using this game setting. Formulate these

ideas as objectives to be achieved by the child.

Suggest appropriate questions for helping the child to focus

on each of the ideas identified in a).

c) OPTIONAL: In-the pitevipws activity it Ket4 4uggezted that

chadken have cmtain. cli66ieuttie,6 in deaing'ttlith pttoba-
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eoncepts, How might thue a6liect the

way they ptayth242game? How might-the game be piayed to

ovencome these diicattits?

2. Construct another game which could be used to.introduce basic

ideas in probability to elementary children. What are some of

the ideas which could be introduced using your game?

TEACHER TEASER

The God Sambu"(Siva) has 10 .hands. In each, hand he holds one of

the following symbols: a rope, an elephant's hook, a serpent, a

tabor, a skull, a trident,Xledstead, a dagger, an arrow, and a

bow. If these-.Symbols can be exchanged from hand to hand, how

many different variations in the appearance of the God Sambu ere

possible?

A Hindu Problem Adapted frtm Bhaskara (ca. 1150) in Howard. Eves,
\ An Introduction to the History of Mathematics (New York: Holt,

Rinehart, Winston, 1964), p. 201.
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ACTIVITY 9

PROBABILITY MODELS OF REAL-WdRLD SITUATIONS

FOCUS:

GP

The use of probability models to aid in understanding real-world sit-

uations can be introduced in the intermediate grades. Two typical

situations are presented in this activity to provide some experience

with these models.

MATERIALS:

Ohe.spinner per group, paper and colored pencils.

DISCUSSION:

Many real-world situations involving randomness can be modeled using

a spinner or a set of spinners. ,Here we,consider two situations

which can be modeled by using a $ingle spinner. Spinners with back-

1110

ground sectors of any desired sizes can be construoted by fitting a

sheet of paper shaded in an appropriate way over the"background of

the spinner provided.

DIRECTIONS:

Each group will be assigned either Problem A or Problem B. Each

group will construct an appropriate spinner, 'perform the indicated

experiment, and answer the questions.

PROBLEM A

Tom has a free-throw shooting success probability of .600. He is on

the line for a one-and-one free throw. Use a spinner to estimate the

probability that he will score 0 Ooints, 1,point, and 2 points. Re-

member that "one-and-one" means that the player must make the first

free throw in order to be eligible to attempt the second.
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1. Construct a spinner with .6 of the area shaded. The background

should appear as sketched' below

2. Perform an experiment consisting cf 20 one-and-one trials. Be

sure to abide by the rules! Record the results of your experi-

ment in the table below.

Points Frequency Relative Frequency

0 ,

1 ..

2

3. Based on your experiment, howdo you expect Tom to perform at the

free-throw-line?

Pool the data obtained by all the group's workIng Problem A to

obtain a better estimate. Use the approach of Activity 1.

5. In what ways is this model a realistic one'l What are some of its

shortcomings?

6. OPTIONAL: A model zuch a, th-i.A. may be hetp6ut in decision-mak.-

ing. Fok exampte, suppose that Tom coutd be expected to 6c.oke 10

point's pcom the 6ie2d white Sam coutd be expected to 6coke 8

point's on goats a typicat game. Atzo, zuppoze that Sam

has a 6kee-thkow shooti avekage o6 .750. 76 the coach expect4

that whichevek ptayek ts uzed in the game wilt be at the 6kee-
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0 General Questicnis:

1. Construct two real-world problems suitable for children in the

intermediate grades in which probability modeling of this sort

is helpful.

2, List briefly the positive effects that you feel could result

from providing activities like these for Children in the inter-

mediate grades.

thAow tine OA 5 attempt:A on one-Ahat eouLA and 5 attempts on '

one-and-one Outs, which feayen. Ahoutd he wse. his onty con-

ceAn Ls Aconing the maximum nuMben. o points?

PROBLEM B

A breakfast cereal company tries to increase its sales by offering

small plastic animals, one animal-in each box of cereal. If there

are five kinds of animals, estimate the number of boxes of cereal yob

would have to purchase in order to obtain a complete set of aniMals.

1. Construct an appropriate spinner. Assume that the various ani-

mals occur in equal numbers and are uniformly distributed in

boxes of cereal. That is, assume that the probability that a
1

box of cereal contains an animal of a certain type is

2. Perform experiments that help yob estimate a typical number f

boxes to be opened to obtain a complete set of animals.

3. OPTIONAL: Poot the data obtained by att. the '9/coups woAhing

PAobtem B to obtain a betten. estimate.
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ACTIVITY 10 /

SEMINAR

FOCUS:

This seminar will be concerned with two topics: first, the rationale

for teaching probability in the elementary school will be discussed;

and second, a surnmaryOT suitable probability topics and activities

for various grade levels will be developed.

MATERIALS:

Answers to questions 1 and 3:of the assignment given on page 4 of

the Overview.

DIRECTIONS:

1: In a classroom discussion led by your instructor consider the

following questions posed in the Overview assignment.

(1.) Why is the playing of games important in early probability

activities?

(3.) After teaching a unit on probability in the sixth grade

you are approached by a concerned parent who asks about

the role of dice and spinners in a mathematics program.

What points would you raise to support the teaching of

probability and statistics in the elementary school and,

in particular, the use pf dice and spinners as instruc-

tional aids?

2. As a class summarize by .grade level suitable topics and activi-''

ties involving probability in the elementary school. Take into

consideration prerequisite skills, interest and motivation, and

connections with other academic work.
. .
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Sectiofr.II

BASIC STATISTICS'
AND ITS ROLE IN THE

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Most people (including children) reguYarlY encounter situations in .

which understanding and decision-making is facilitated by organizfng, .

processing and evaluating data. These activities, which we sumMarize

by the term statistics, are the topic of this section, '

"Statizt..(:eat thinlang wat one day be az ,impoAtant ox .

e66iulent atizen4hip cu tje etbituy to Aead and wtite."

--H. G. Wells-

Activities 11 and 12 introduce some basic statistical ideaviind pro-

vide examples of the use of these-ideas in the'elementary school.

Activity 13 provides an example of inference basbd on statistics.

This section concludes with.a seminar which focuses on some method-..

ological issues that arise in teaching statistical concepts.

MAJOR _OlIKST IONS

1. What aspects of mathematical thinking drescultivated in children

by a study .of statistics which are not a pert of the study of

arithmetic'and geometry?,

2. What-roles does statisticil thinking play in decision-making in

everyday life by children? By adults?

3. How are the subjects of probability and statistics related? How

should this relationship be conveyed to children?
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ACTIVITY 11

USING STATISTICS TO SUMMARIZE DATA

FOCUS:

In this activity some of the basic concepts of statistics are intro-

duced. Examples are given to show how these ideas can be used to

help describe and summarize data.

DISCUSSION:

Preceding the .activity there is a list of definitions of the statis-,

tical terms used in this unit. These definitions should be examined

briefly and then used as a reference in the remainder of the section.

This activity consists of several examples and questions involving

basic statistical concepts.

DIRECTIONS:

111/1

Read through the definitions of,tfie terms. In small groups read the

examples and discuss the questions. Your instructor will identify

those questions for which' written answers are desired.

STATI AL TERMINOLOGY

To illustrate the basic concepts we use the fo)lowing simple set of

data: 7, 6, 10. 7, 4, 6, 10, 10. This data could arise, for ex-

ample, as scores on 6 mathematics quiz.

Organizing Data

It is frequently helpful to organize and represent data in a chart.

table or graph as shown on the following page.

a) Tallyh_a_r!

4 6 7 10

II

or

7?
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b) Frequency table

c)

3

2

1

0

1 3 10

II II III

Score Frequency

4

6, 2

7 2.

10 3

, .

I I I

1 2 3 4

4

5 6 7 8 9 10

Summarizing Data

In summarizing data one looks for a "typical value" which will serve

as anAppropriate representative of the entire set of data. The

manner in which this value is cOmputed.usually depends on the situa-

tion and the use to which the va'lue will be put. In addieion, it is

sometimes useful to have a measure of how much the data is spread out

or dispersed, Such information provides a measure oflhow much an'

actual data value may differ from the typical value selected.

TyPical Values

a) Meam. The mean of a set of data is the quotient of the sum

of all the datayalues divided by the number of data values.
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The mean of th'e data 7, 6, 10, 7, 4, 6, 10, 10 iS

7 + 6-+ 10 + 7 + 4 + 6 + 10 + 10 1

8 .

TT

Notice that the mean need not be one of the data values, and

in fact need noeeven be a possible data value. In this ex-
1

ample the mean is 77 even though the quiz papers may be

given_only whole-number marks. Ps another example of this,

the mean numberof members in a family in a.city might well

be 4.3 althougb clearly no family can contatn 4.3 meMbers.

You may haye encountered the,notion of a mean value pre-

viously under Olgoname-of average. Some authOrS and text-

books use the term "average" in a generic sense, as we have

used "typical value."

b) MeOian. Order or rank the data in increasing Order. If the

number of data values is odd, then the median is the middle

data value, If the number of data values is even, then the

median is the mean of the two middle data values. The medi-
+ 7)

an of the data 4, 6, 6, 7, 7, 10, 10, 10 is 7:
(7

4. 712'
median of the data 4, 6, 61-10 is (6 '' The

2 2

dian of the data 4, 6, 7, 500 is 7.

c) Mode. 'The mode(S) of a set of data are those data values

which occur with the highest frequericy. The mode of 7, 6,

10, 7, 4, 6, 10, 10 is 10. The modeS of 7, 6, 10, 7, 4, 6,

10 are 6, 7, and 10.

EXAMZLE

The set.of data .3, 3, 3, 5, 8, 8 has mean 5, median 4 and

mode 3.

Measures ofy&persion

Range. The range of a set of data is the difference between

the greatest and least data values. The range of the data

7, 6, 4, 10 is 10 7 4.or16.
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' It is sometimes useful to divide the rabge into quartiles,

deciles or percenti4s, The lowest quartile, for example,

contains the bottom,quarter of tbe-data valuts; the 1

Aecile contains the ldkest tehth of the data value d the

lowest percent4le .contains the lowest one percent of the
. ,

Aata values. Thes-e ideas will not be pursued in this unit, '.

i)u6t the interested reader may find more information in the

:Teferences. The results of standardized tests are frequent-

ly reported in terms of percentiles or dedles.

b) Mdtn deviation. To compute the mean deviation of a set of

data one first coMputes.the mean and then the-differences or

deviations between each data value and th.e mean. This set

of differences containS Some positive.and sOme negative nuM-

bers. Form the-set of absolute values or magnitudes of the 441,

differences. That is, just consider the magnitudes of the

numbers and not their algebraic signs, The mean deviation

is.tbe mean of this set of.nonnegative:numbers,

For the set of data 7, 6, 10,' 7, 4, 6, 10, 1'0 considered
1

above, the mean was determineditO be . Therefore, the-11111'11
differentes or deviationS are -12-, -y, -3y, 42-,

11111
. The magnitudes of the deviations are , 127, , 3,

1 1 1
2-2-, and the mean of these rfiagnitudes is

11111111
2- + 2y 7

.

Therefore, the mean,deviattom of this set of data is 1.7ET .

The range of a set ,of data.is determined by the largest and

smallest valire and does not depend on the distribution of

the remaini'hg data between-the largest and the smallest

values. It follows that any two sets of data which have the

same largest and smallest values have the same range. (In

4
fact, even more data.,sets have the Same range.) On the

other hand, the mean deviation of a set of data does depend
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oh the Way in which the data are distributed between the

largest and smallest values. The mean deviation g,ives

greater weight tO the data which are far froM the mean, and

Consequently it is a more sensitive measure of dispersion

than the range.

There are other measures of dispersion which are particular-

ly useful when dealing with data having certain character- .

istics. One common measure is the standard deviation which '

is discussed ic detail in the references.

EXAMPLES AND QUESTIONS

The mean, median and mode are all measures of thelocation,of the

center of a set of data values. , As such they .are frequently referred

to as measures of central tendency. Any one of them might be used to

describe a typical member of a set of data. The choice depends on

what use is to be made of this typical value.

EXAMPLE. I*

Suppose 25 families are selected at random, and the numbers of chil-

dren in 1965 and 1970 are determined. The results areLtabulatedbe-

low:

Family
Number of.Children
1965 1970

Increase in
1965-1970

1 3 3 0

2 3 . 5 2,

3 1 2 .1

4 3 4 1

5 0 3 3

6 3 3 0

7 1 3 2

8 0 0 0

9 0 , 0 0

10 3 4 1

*Adapted from §.1ALILIAtici_bY ksinplej Eko19r,i'no Data, ed. Frederick
Mosteller, et,p1; (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Weslev, 1973), p. 23.
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Family

_

Number of, Ch)ldren

1965 1970

Increase in.-

, 1965-1970

11 0 0 0

- 12 2 2 0

13 3 4
,,

1

14 5 5 0

15 1 1 - 0

., i
,

16 4 . 5 1

17 6 7 1

18-. 3 ,_, 4 1

19 L. I 0

20 2 3 1

21 , 1 3 2

22 4 5 1

2-3 0 0 0.

24 4 . 5 1

25 3. A 1

,

56

_

76 20

"The typical number of children in .one ofjthe 'sample families in 1965

was 3; and in 1970, the typical number of .p,ildren,was again 3% How
ever, the typical increase in family size during the period 1965-1970

was one,child,"

If "typical number" means median, then the-.000v,e is.a.true

statement as tht frequency table below shows, (Where does the data

associated with the thirteenth family lie?)

Number of
Children in

1965

Frequency

0 5

1 5 .

7 2 2

3 8

4 3

5 1

6 . 1

..7 0

71

lumber of
Children in

1970

Frequency

-

0 4

A

1 2

2 2
3 6

4 5

5 5

6 0

7 1

s2



Increase
between Frequentp-

1965 and 1970

, .

0 10

A. 11
2 3

3, 1

Therefore, we conclude that the median number f chiTdren per family

-in 1965 plus the median increase ip family size is not necessarily

equal to the median number of children per family in 1970.

QueStions

e typical number used in,the above .example were the mode,

would the same conclusion hold?

2. Would the same conclusion hold lf the typital number used were

the Meen?

1111/

3. The owner of a business has an annual income of $50-,000, an/ hi

14 employees each have incomes of $5000. How shOuld a typical --

income for the 15 indi)idualS be determined?

A student has test scores of 95, 75, 70, 100, and'75. How

should her typital score be computed? Why?
.

,
5. A developer is planning to build a_small apartment house, and to

save costs he plans to construtt a building. in which all apart-'

mentsare exactly the-same. Jle conducts an informal telephone

survey, and finds that of 1'00 families, 10 are interested in a

§tudio apartment, 12 in a one-bedroom apartment, 18 in a'two-

bedroom,5.,in a three,-bedroom, and 55:are nOt interested in

apartmentliving. 'What size apartment should he build? What

sort of "average" apartment' prefei-ences has 'he used?

,



6. Many Amerkan cities have al distribution of cloudiness similar

. to the following.*.

I I 11,1 I 1 I

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100'0 10, 20

Percent Cloudiness

How should the typiCal clobd.cOver in'such an American city be

described?

7. Which measure of central tendency takes every data value into

account and always change when a single data value is changed

14hich measure tends to ignorer extreme values?

Create a situation and a set of data for which one,s0ecial in-

terest group could give orie picture of the Situation by using

the median to summarize the data, and another group could give

another picture by using .Fie me-an.

I

OPTIONAL,: Suppo6e,you ate given a Aet ve data vatues. {xi, x2,

x 1 with mean m.

a) What (m x1).+ (7 x2) +

-Ls the sum o6 the deviation:a' 6/tom the mean?

b) Intitptet the tattetlloe a) i.n tetms o6 a bytnnce beam:

c) 'Coni4nce youtieLe that eot an odd namibet oe data vatues'the

median -Ls that data Vatue,huCh that the sUm o6 thg:magni-

' tudez o6 :the devia/4n4 o6 the temabang data vatue4 etom

4maLtet'tpfan the Cottesponding sum dot any dieeetent data

*S. K. Campbell Fl4gt. and Fallacies of StatistiCal Thinking (EngTe-
Aillhwood CliffsN.J.: PrentirNall , 1974), p.

111.
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d) Let D1 and Drbe- two 4e14 ofdata vatue4 with mean4 ml 'and

m2 uspectivety. Show thatctile mean o4 the set ofdata

D
2

(that 44, the zet 06 vatues conzZsti.ng o at.e. vatue4W
64qm P1 and at.e. vatue4 sitom 1)2) can be obtained easity 10.om

m
I

a nd m
2'

Give two examptes to make yowl. point.

In concluding this disdussion of typical values, it should be

mentioned that there are certainly,cases in which a person is not in-

terested in the typical or average value of a set of data, but rather
_

in one of the extreme values. A prospeetivecollege student with

little money would be interested in the minimum annuallexpenses for

attending various colleges7-not the average annual expresses. Al-
1,

tholigh a bridge designer is interested in the typical tt'affic load
, i

for.the bridge, the bridge builder will.want to make the bridge

strong.enough so that.it can handle the peak or maximuM load--not

just the average load! A hungry soldier in the field isn't satisfied

by the knowledge that the average food cOnSumption per soldier is

adequate. Similarly, in regard to gasoline conservation, a. car's

410
actual speeds are more important that its average speed. In summary,

saying that an average can be-computed is quite different from saying

that the average is useful and significant.

EXAMPLE 2

oosing between two tasketball- players with the same scoring

average (usually defined 'as the mean), a batketball coach may be in-

terested in the dispersion of the,scores about the mean value, For

example, he might prefer to use the player who is most consistent.

On the other hand, the,coach might start the player whO has some very

high-scorin games (but also some very low-scoring games) in the

hope that will have a good game.

Questions
I.

How might your attitude toward two occupations. with the same

average pay be influenced by the dispersion of actual salaries

about the average?
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2. Consider the set of test scores {55, 85, 60, 98, 72, 80}.

a) Find the range and the mean.'

b) Find a set of scores with the same mean, but with dsmaller

range.

c) Find a set of test scores with the same range, but With a

higher mean:

3. A student has taken three examinations of 100 points each. Her

mean score is 85 and the range of test scores is 10'.'

a) Find two sets Of test scores satisfying these conditions

which have different mean deviations.

b) Find two different sets of test scores satisfying these con-

ditions with the same mean deviation.

c) What do you.conclude about the mean deviation as a measure

of dispersion?

4. How would you communicate information on the dispersion of test

scores to the parents of students in your classes?
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ACTIVITY 12

USING STATISTICS IN DECISION-MAKING

J.
FOCUS:

This activity is concerned with the use of statistics as an aid in

decision-making. An outline of a general apProach to.deCision-making

is included.

DIRECTIONS:

Read the discussion and example, and answer the questions posed et

the end of the activity.

DISCUSSION:

The following format may prove helpful in anilyzinga situation with

the aid of statistics.

1. Recognize and clearly formulate a problem.
. ./

2. Collect relevant data.

3. Organize the data appropriately.

4. Analyze and interpret the data.

5. Relate the statistics obtained from the data to the original

problem.
,

In Activities 1 and 3 we used data and the relative frequency method

of assigning probabilities to determine the probability of a certain

outcome. Viewed in the context of the decision-making process out-

lined above, this would fal)l 'n step 4. Thus we see that the deter-

)
f/7mination of probabiliti which was the primary concern of Activity

lif/-3, Ts only one step a portion of one step in the process consider-
.

ed here. In fact, it sometimes happens that the explicit determina-

tion of probabilities is unnecessary and that th'e. data may be used in

the decision-making process in other ways.
_
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EXAMPLE

III
This example ls presented in a manner which illustrates the steps

. t

identified above.

1. There is to be a softball-throwing Contest between representa-

tives of each of three fourth-grade claSses. Three children

volunteer in Mr. Iron's class. How should the class representa-

tive be selected?

2. It was decided that each of the three volunteers would make five

throws, and that the class representative would be selected on

the basis of these throws. From a specified spot each child

threw the ball as far as possible.

The distance from the throwing spot to the point of impact was

measured with a trundle wheel to the nearest one-tenth meter.

The data collected are given below:

Volunteers
1

Distance of Throws (nearest meter)
10

Randy 17.7 23.1 22.1 23.8 26.8

Becky 24.0 23.3 27.4 23.9 27,1

Tony 23.1 26.7 28.8 17.8 25.6

It is difficult eb select a class representative simply by look-,,

ing over these data (try it!); ,so we proceed to organize,the "
data.

3. We organize the data in a tally chart and in bar'graphs.

.Tally Chart:

Distance of Throws (Nearest Meter)

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29'

Randy
, .

/, /"/'

Becky /I P

Tony / / 1,1 /
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Bar Graphs:

Distance of Throws (Nearest Meter)

.0

Randy

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Becky ---1eif-1-1.11P-1-41---1-4---
18. 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Tony
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28-29 30

Simply using the tally chart and the bar graphs we can draw some

rough cOnclusions. For example, Randy and Becky appear to be

more consistent than Tony. On the other hand, Tony has. the best

throw of all.

4. Analyzing data frequently involves asking some questions, and

that is the approach we shall follow here. The fundamental

question is, of course, "What criteria should be used to select

'a class representative?" Before.confronting this basic ques-

tion, we consider a number of subsidiary questions.

a) 'Which child is the best thrower? In particular, which child

has the best "typical" throw? How should a typical throw

be determined?

b) What role should consistency play in the determination of

who is the best thrower?

: c) Are five throws for each child an appropriate number?

Should very sK6i'q throws be excluded?

d) Was'important information lost in rounding the distances of

the throws to the nearest meter?

Each of these questions raises an important statistical issue

Question a) is concerned with finding a typical distance for

each child. The sogandard statistical measurei.of typicalnesS,

the measures of central tendency, were introduced in Activity

11.
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Question b) is concerned,with the spread or dispersion of the

data. Measures of dispersion were also introduced in Activity

11.

Questiofl c) asks whether the data collected were appropriate for

the basic question.

Question d) asks whether the data were organized adequately.

a) To determine a typical distance, we compute the mean and

median for each child. Carry out the computations and enter

the results in the table below.

Mean distance Median distance

RandY

Becky

Tony

Using these statistics, discuss which child has the best

typica.1.,A1irow and why.

b) A common measure of dispersion of data is the range. 'What

are the ranges for the data for each of the three children?

HO,W does t6is information help in determining who is the

best thrower?

c) What sort of considerations enter into this question?

Identify arid discuss three relevant points. Do the rules

-of the final competition play a role here?

d) In organizing the data as was done on the tally chart, it

was essentially classified in un,it intervals: 18.6-19.5,

19.6-20.5:.. 28.6-29.5. Such intervals are known as class

intervals and the choice of class intervals of length 1 was

an arbitrary one. . For example, class intervals of length 5:

15.1-20.0; 20.1-25.0; 25.1-30.0 could also have been used.
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Whenever data is organized into class intervals for easier

treatment, it is possible that information is lost. In thi

case did the choice of class interval distort the. data in an

unfair way?

Finally, use all the information you have to make the best

selection of a class representative. Support your choice as

much as you can. Would you prefer td have different data on

which to base your selection? If so, what data would be most

useful to you?

Questions

1. As a class study the following question: How much change does

a typical member of the class carry?

2. Identify two other situations similar to the example of this

activity where statistical thinking would be useful in the ple-

mentary school.
/

..
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ACTIVITY 13 (OPTIONAL)

AS1NG INFERENCES ON STATISTICS

FOCUS:

This activity iz degned to intnoduce the basic ideaz o6 ztatizticat

in6eaence and to indicate how data can be uZed in the estimation 06

pAobabitaiee.

MATERIALS:

Mosteteea, FAedertick, and DavLd L. Wat4ace, "Peciding Authonzhip,"

in Statisticz: A Ouide to the Unknown, edited, by _Judith M. Tanut,

et at. San FAancL6co: Hotden.-Day, 4972, pp. 164-174."

DIRECTIONS:

The atticee by MostetteA and Wateace cited above zhould be Aead az an .

outside azzi9nment. The activity conisiztz o6 a 6tie6 discuzzion 06

*he, atztecee and the ideaz intaoduced in it. In pitepa&ation 6o4 thiz

dLscuzsion you shioded conziden. the 6ottowin9 queetion4.

1. What ,4:,4 the meanAg o6 the term "4tati4t2cat .i.n6eAence"?'

2. Now ake statistics and pkobabitity ketated?

3. What do you view az the ztAengthz and weahnezzez o6 the angument

pliezemted in thLz aAticee?

4. Ge anotheA exampte d6 the use 06 ztatizticat in6e&ence in, a

.3ituat1on atWng Lnothe,kete utatd.

*This collection of essays was prepared by the joint Committee on the

Curriculum in Statistics and Probability of the American Statistical
Association and the National Council of Teachers of Mathepatics.
This same joint Committee prepared the series Statistics byE291pyle

11111

noted in tne references.
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ACTIVITY 14

SEMINAR

FOCUS:

This ac ivity is- concerned with methodological issues which may arise

in teaching statistical ideas at the elementary level.

DIRECTIONS:

In a group discussion consider the following questions: .

1. Ls ft preferable to use student-generated data rather than data

that relates to a matter of interest to children, but was ob-

Cained by others?

2. The organization and presentation of data is an important com-

po4nt of statistical work and one which poSes problems for in-

experienced children (or adults). The Graphs unit discusses

some means of presenting data, and others 'are introduced in Ac-

tivities 1 and 3. Discuss the Instructional issues which arise

wheri an elementary school teacher seeks to teach,,children to

organize data,

3. What measures--height, weight, cost of articleS, scores in

games, etc.--might be used as.sources of data in the elementary

school? How might the collection of data be handled to avoid

individual sensitivities? List several attributes whose mea-

surement is not likely to cause embirrassment to anY children.

4. Obtain three articles from recent newspapers which are concerned

with mattirs q* interest to children and which have statistical

content. How might these articles be used to mOtivate the study

of statistics?

5. Carefully identify those arithmetic skills Which must precede

the introduction of variouS statistical concepts and tools, for

example, the range, mean, median, tally chart, etc.
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Section III Q,

WINDING UP:
A REVIEW AND EXTENSIONS

, .

,
.

Ihe topics which hiVe been discussed in a rather intuitfve way in

Sections I and Il can be.organized and presented as ajiart of the

mathematical disciplines of probability and statistics. ,' In the first

activity of this section we will return to a topic (counting) which

was introduced ih Section'I, and we will review some of the results

of Activities 4 and 5 in order to identlfy some, general principles.

11111 In
the next activitY.we will consider sequential experiments in'which

,

the second outcome depends On the'first.. The final activity of the
. .

unit introduces the important and useful concept of expected value.

This notIon.is particularly helpful in the quantitative study of

games or game-like situations.

TEACHER TEASER

2 3

,

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 ,12

Suppose that you have 12 postage

. stamps joined as shown in the

diagram. A friend asks for

four stamps which are jOined in

such a way that they

together. That ls,

ill ,hang

ey could be

stamps 1,, 2, 3, 5 but not 1, 2,

3, 8 How many sets of four stamps have this property?
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ACTIVITY 15

SOME PRINCIPLES OF COUNTING

FOCUS;

In Activity 5 we introduced some techniques for counting or enumer,at-
,r,

ing the elements of a set. That discussion is continued in this ac-

tivity and some general,principles are introduced. It should be

reemphasized that althoughcounting techniquesvhave been introduced

in this unit primarily to aid in computing probabilities, they are of

considerable interet in their own right.

DISCUSSION;

(Read the examples presented below and then discuss them as a class.)

EXAMPLE 1

In Indiana automobile license plates appear as pictured below:

MI. INDIANA'

47D3961
JUN 7 7

The first two digits identify the.county of the owner's residence;

. , the remaining letter and fouo digits are used to distinguish' between

plates iSsuedwithin a county. How many different plates can be

issued by each county?

If we assume that all 26 letters can be used (actually 1 and 0

are frequently omitted to avoid confusion with 1 and 0) and that all

10 digits can be used (normally the set of four digits eaCh of which

is zero is excluded), then the total number of plates can be found by

arguing)as follows:

There are 26 choices for the letter; for each choice of the letter

111/1

there are 10 choices for the'firit digit; for .each choice of letter
,
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and first digit there are 10 choices'fdr the,second digft; for each

111/1

hoice of letter and first two digits, there are 10 Chcoices-for the

hird digit; and finally, for each choice of:letter and first three

digits, there are 10 choices for the,fourth.digit. jherefOre there

are

26 x 10 x 10 x 10 -x 10 = 260,000

choices for choices choices choicei ' choices

letter for digit 'for digit -fOr digft for digit

possible license plates in each county.

In question 7 of. Activity 4 you were asked to summarize the gen-

eral counting method that you'used to solve the problems posed. there.

One possible method is the following, which we refer to- as the

FundayntaUrinctpXoffountill:

Suppose that there are m sets, the first containing

n1 elements, the secon.d containing p2 elements, .,.;

nd the mth set cohtaining n elements, Then the
-

umber of ways to form an arrangement of m elements

by selecting in order one element from each of 'the

0 sets is

n1 x n2 x x n
m

,

\,

In the above exampoje we were interested in choosing one letter and

four digits, ThuAthere were five choices to make, m . 5, The

first set is the se of 26 letters, and consequently ni = 26, The .

2

remaih'inq four sets

/

each consist of 10 digits, and consequently

n2 . n3 . n4 . n5(1- 10, Therefore,the Fundamental Principle gives

the number of license plates as 26 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10, the same re-

ult we obtained above.
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EXAMPLE 2

How many "trains" each consistirig of four different "cars" can be

formed from Red (R), Green (G), Yellow (Y), Purple (P), Bl.ue (B),

and Orange (0) Cuisenaire'rods? A train of four cars is simply a set

of foil,- rods laid end to end with the front car identified. If we

refer to the,CUisenaire rods by their colors, and if we agree-that

,the train is specified by naming the car;s in order, front car first,

then examples of trains'are: RYBG, RBYG, RBYO and BGOY. Notice that

the first two trains are different even though they contain the same

car5Asince the cars are in different orders. Also, the train RYBG js'

different from GBYR for the same reason--remember that tHe front car

is named first.

For each train, there are six choices for-the first car. After

the first car is chosen, there are five choices for the second car.

After the.first two cars are selected there are four choices for the

third car, and after the first three cars are chosen there are three.

choices for the fourt1:1 car. Thus, there are

6 x 5 x 4 x 3

different trains which can be constructed from the six 'different

Cuisenaire rods% 'It is important to note that this technique deter-

mines the number Of ordered selections of four elements from a set of

six distinct elements. A statement which corresponds to that of

Exapple I is the following:.

The number of ordered af"rangements of r elements

. se)ected from-a set with n distinct elements is

n x (n 1) x (n 2) x ([n r] + 14.

.

A special case which occurs with sufficient frequency to merit

special comment is
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The number of ordered arrangements of tile el.er

mepts of a set with n distinct elements ifle

n x (n - 1) x (n ?)'-x x 2 x 1.

Since any of the various changes in the order of the,elements of an,
,

ordered set is known as a permutation, tile principie*state :labove is

known as the Principle of-Aermuntions.

In this example there are six rods so n = fi, and we are inter-
."

ested in the number of arrangements of four rods; that is, r = 4.

The first form of the Principle then gives the number of arrangements

as 6 x 5 x 4 x 3 = 360:

'EXAMPLE 3

Suppose that in Example 2 we were simply interested in the number Of

colleceions of four different rods which can be selected from'the,set

of,six rods, rather than in the numbpr of trains. .We know that the

110
,

umber of trains ts.% x 5 x 4 x 3 = 360. However, each collection of

four rodt Dan be used to'cons.truct,several trains. In'fact, using
.

the special case of the PHnciple of Permutations, each collection of

four rods can be used to construct 4x3x2x1= 24 trains. Viewed

in another way, there is a set of 24' trains each of which consists "of

the same four rods but in different orders. Continuing to reason.in

this way, the entire*coilection of 360 trains can be partitioned intD

groups of 24 trains, each group consisting of trains of the same four

colored rods. Therefore, the number of collections of four rods ts

the nuthber of groups of 24 trains in 360. That is, 360 -:- 24 or 15.

The general principle used in this example is the Principle of Com-
, ,)

binations: .

The number of ways that a collect1on of r elements cran

be selected from a set Df n distinct elements is

n x (ri 1) x (n,- 2) x ...,X r] 1)

r (r 1) x x 2 x 1
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In this example, n = 6 ana r = 4. The number of collections of four

different rods is'

6 x 5 x 4 x 3 360
= 15.

4 x 3 x 2 x I 24

DIRftTIOAS: .

Work the problems.designated by your instructor. In each case iden7

tify the principle(s) wh'ich are apPlicaple to the situation and use

them to solve'the problem.

1. A class'cons-ists'of 6 boys and 5 girls. In how many ways can a

team consisting of 2 boys and 3 girls be selected?

2. There are 11 girls in a class. How many volleyball teams of 9

girls can be formed?

4 '
3. A. tlub with forty Members is to elect a set of officers con-

sisting of a president, a vice president, a secretary,,and a /

treasurer. How many different sets of officers could the club

elect?

4. An experiment consists of spinning

the spinner shown at the right five

times. 'How many possible outcomes

are there?

4

5. How m ny different ways are there to seat five' people at a semi-
,

circular counter with five,seats? --

&

--
1 ir 01001iII
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6. A student plans on registering fdr one art course, two.social'

111/1

science courses and two education cour'ses. If .she is interested

in thr.ee art courses., four social science courses and thre,e ,

education coures, from how many different sets of,five courses
,

must she make her choice? .

4

7. 'An ice cream store offers 31 flavors of ice cream and four typds

of topping. If a sundae consjsts of two scoops of ice cream and

a topping, how many'different sundaes'can be made? HoW many,/

Aifferent triple-scoop ice cream coneis tan be made? What dp you

mean by,"different" in each case?

04

elk, f,
\._,

40
\ \\\\\awf
\Vea.444120"\,

There are four airlines flying the Chicago-Los Angeles route and

seven flying from Los Angel,es to Honolulu. How many choices of

carriers do you have for a Chicago-Los Angeles-Honolulu trip?
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TEACHO TEASER

bliferousPies

A red poppy has two genes R and R; a white poppy

has two ge'nes WarLd W;.and.a pink poppy has two

genes R .and W. When one*poppy is crossbred with

another, each plant contributes one of its color

genes to each of its offspring..-The gene con-

tributed by each parent is selected at.random

from the two genes of that parent.

When a red poppy is crossbred with a white poppy, all offspring

are pink. What is the percentage composttion of the next gen-

eration if the pink poppies are crossbred with each other?

Colors of Flowers

Parental gerferation

First filial genenation

Second filial generation

Genes

RR

RW

WW

H.R. Jacobs, Mathematics, A Human Endeavor (San Francisco:
W. H. Freeman & Co., 1970); p, 367-(VEWEed).
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ACTHITY 16

NDEPENDENCE

FOCUS:

In this activity the ideas of independent and mutually excluOve

events and conditional pro6ability are introduced and exemplified..

A knowledge of these concepts enables one to avoid many of the common

errors in probabilistic reasoning.

.DISCUSSION:

Suppose that you flip fair coln. If you use the symmetry Method
1

and assign probability .2. to the outcome of "heads" landing uppermost,

then this probabilit,Y.is. the same for every flip of the cOin, regard-

less of the outcomes of previoUS flips. Of course, if you flip 100

straight heads you may begin to doubt your symmetry assumption; but

if you retain this assumption, then the probability of heads fs he

ame on every trial. The coin has no mechanism for :remembering past

outGomes or foradjusting future ones.. It is therefore reasonable to

'say that the outcomes of any two flips are independent.

, In more complicated experimentk it may be very difficult to tell

whether or not two events deserve to.be called independent in the

same sense as in the above example. For this reason we will give a

precise definition and then several applications of the idea.

Let A and B be events (subsets of the sample spaCe). Then

Afl B, the intersection of A and B--the set of all outcomes which re

in both A and 8 , i s another event. I A is the event that.a black

,card is 'drawn from a bridge deck and B.is the event that a queen is

drawn. then An B is the event that a black queen is drawn.
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Let A and B be events with Pr[B] #. O. The condi*

tional probability. Of, A given B, written Pr[AIB],

is defined to be'

Ail
Pr[AlBj = Prpr

The terminology "A given 0' reflects the factithat

Pr[AIB] is the probability that A occurs if it is

known that B occurs.

In the'card-drawing example; if we suppose that the deCk' is com-

pletely shuffled and the draws are made at random, then

26 1 4 1 2 1
Pr[A] -5-2.= Pr[B] = -5-2- = Pr[A n B] =

and consequently,
1

N.
PrEA1B] = .

13

Our conclusion is that the probability of draWing a black card given

that we know a qUeen is drawn is .

What is the probability of drawing a queen given that we know a ,

black card is drawn?
2

,,. Prfaueen and black card] -5-2- 1Pr[queenIblack card] = ----
P

- .

r[black cardj 26 1-J.

52

Notice that in order to answer this question we used the definition

of conditional probability with the event A equal to the draw of a

queen and the event, B equal to.the draw of a black card.

In the special case that Pr[AIB] = Pr[A], that is, the probabil-
.

ity of A given B is, the same as the probability of A, then we say

that A and B are incItEeplentevents. The terminolpgy is very appro-_
priate: A agd B are independent if the occurrence of B does not

affect,the probability that A oCcurs. for example, suppose that a

fAir, coin is tossed twice and the o'utcoMes noted; The sample space

11111

eq.

9Z
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for thi's experiment is

11111

f(H,H), (H,T), (T,T), (T,H)).

.Using the method of symmetry we assign probability 1-to each of these

outCOmes. Now let us determine the probability th-at the setond toss

results _in'heads given that the first results in heads. Let

A = foutcomes for which 'second toss is 'H)

B = [outcomes for whichfirst toss is H).

Then A = f(H,H), (T,H)).and B = f(H,H), (HrT)).

Also A n B = f(H,H)). Using the definition we find 6at

1

PrD n 13] T
PrLBJ 2

2r ,

'Since PrEheads on second toss] = y, we conclude that the outtomes on

successive tosses of a fair coin are independent events.

TO conclude'this discussion we return to.a pOint raised'in Ac-

- ivitY 3 in the discussion of ,the method of sYmmetr:y. The problem

posed is tbe following. Suppose,tbere aee three pairs of cards

turned face down on a table. One pair is known to consist of,two

black cards; one pair consists of two red cards; ancLone pair .con-

sists of one red and one black'. Suppose a pair is selected at random'

and one card turned up. Suppose the card is black. What is the .

probability that the remaining card in the pair.is black?

It is helpful to construct a tree diagram for this experiment.

Since there are two black cards in one pair, we will.distinguish'be-
,

tween them by denoting them Bi and B2, Similarly, R, and R2 will

denote the two red cards in the pair containing only red cirds. The

probabilities are asigned by symmetry as shown on.the following

page.
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Pair First Remaining
Outcome Probability

Selected Draw, Card

BR

RB

R
1
R
2

1

6

We can compute Pr[remaining card blackicard drawn is black] by

using the definition of conditional probability. We have the events

X . {remaining card black) . {B1B2, 132B1: RB}

Y . {card drawn is black) {81B2, B2B1, BR), Pr[Y] =

x I) Y {B1B2, 32B1}, PrEX fl y]

Therefore

2

Pr n Y ..--6-. PrErem
rX 1

aining card blackicard drawn is black] . -----
Pr[YJ 3

W

That is, if the'first card drawn is black, then the remaining card is
2

black with probability j- . In terms of frequencies, if you performed
2

the experiment many times, you would expect that y of the times you

drew a black card it would be from the black-black pair. From this

point of view, the answer seems entirely natural. You might find it

interesting to look back at the discussion in Activity 3, p. 30.

DIRECTIONS:

Work the problems on the following page designated by your instructor.
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1. A card is drawn at random from a completely shuffled bridge

deck. What is the probability that it is the jack of diamonds

given that it is a face card? Given that it is'a red card?

2. A fair coin is flipped twice. What is the probability that the

outcome is two heads? What is the probability that the outcome

is two heads given that heads comes up at least once?

3. A card is drawn at random from a completely shuffled bridge

deck. The event A is that it is a red card and the event B is

that it is a face card. Are these events independent? Why? -

4, A card is drawn at random from a completely shuffled bridge

deck. The event X is that it is a queen, and the event Y is

that it is a face card. Are these two events independent? Why?

5, Two events A and 8 are said to be mutually exclusive if A r) B is

the empty set. Which of the following events are mutually ex-

clusive? Find A r) B in each case.

.a) Two dice are rolled and the numbers of dots on the uppermost

faces are noted. A is the event that one die shows 3; B is

the evelt that the sum of the numbers is 6en.

b) A coin s flipped three times and the face which lands

uppermost on each flip is noted. A is the event bf three

heads; B is the event of at mos,t one heads.

c) A coin is flipped three times and the face which lands

uppermost on each flip is recorded. A is the event that the

secOnd-flip is heads; B is the event that the third flip is

heads,

6. Are the events A and 8 of 5 c) independent?

7. Suppose that A and B are mutually exclusive events and

Pr[8] 0. Under what conditions are A and B independent?

8. A standard slot machine has three dials., Each dial has 20 sym-

bols; each different symbol occurring the nqjgber of times shown

"oh the following page.
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Dial 1 Dial 2 Dial 3

Bar 1 3 1

1 3 3,Bell

Plum 5 1 5

Orange 3 6 7

Cherry 7 7 0

Lemon 3 0 4

20. 20 20

The biggest payoff is for three bars. If you try pl'aying the

slot machine, what is the probability'that you will win the big-

gest payoff? Assume that the slot machine ls fair--that is,

each outcome on each dial is equally likely to occur, and the

obtcomes on the three dials are independent.

107
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ACTIVITY 17

4110XPECTED VALUE

FOCUS:

The outcome of an experiment involving rardomness is usually not Pe-

terminable in advance, Therefore, if each outcome ls-asSociated with

a number (think qf a payoff), then this number is not determinable.

However, if one knOwt the probabilities of the various outtomes, then

'the average or expect'ed value of the payoff can be computed. ,

DISCUSSION

Read the examples below and discuss in your groups.

EXAMPLE 1

Suppose that al fair coin js flipped arid that you are paid 3 if heads

'turns up ard it if tails.turns up, What is your average gain..per

4111101

.

row? 'Since the coin is assumed fair the protAbility of heads turn-

ing up, is ,and the probability of tails turning up is '. . It fol-

lows that you receive 3t With probability land lct. with probability
1

2-
Your expected gain in ,cents.is, therefore

(3 x :-,) + (1 x u 4 x 2- 2

Notice that the expected gain is different from either one of the

payoffs.

,...

EXAMPLE 2

ConsiOr the spinner shown on the following page, Suppose that the

payoffs associated with 'the various outcomes (stopping position of

the pointer) are given as folIowS:

Outcome Payoff

blue 4t

red 3t

YeTlow -2t (you muA contribute U!)
green I.
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If the pointer is equally.likely t9 stop in any position, an argument

based on symmetry (give the details!) Yields '

Pr[blue] = fr, Pr[yellow] =

Pr[redl = Pr[green], =

, The expected value'of the payoff in cents is

1

. .

In-general, if an experiment has n outcomes/ 01, ..., Oh,

and if the payoffs associated with these outcomes are al.,

respectively, then the expected payoff or the

expected value of the payoff.is

al x:Pr[01] + a2 x Pr[02] + + ah x Pr[Oh]..

EXAMPLE .3

Suppose that,you roll .a fair die and receive a number of dollars

equal to the numberof dots on thAface that turns up. What is your'

expected payoff on each roll of the die?

The outtomes cin_numbers of dots) are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; and
1

since the die is assumed fair, each' occurs with the probability -6 .

The payoff for outcome 1 is'$1, for outcome 2 is $2, .etc. Using the

general formula for expected value given above We have

109
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1 1 1 1
Oxpected value in dol l ars + + +" 4 + 5-g- +

21

6

Notice that'the payoffs ilroduced, here ai-e always numbtrs. This is

important, for the expected valme As defined only in.the case of

.'numerital payofft and is itself a riUmber.,

DIRECTIONS:

Work the exercises designated by your inslructor.

1. Suppose that in Example 3 the payoffs were given as follows.

a) If the outcome,is odd, then the payoff. (in dollars.) is twice '

the number of dots. If the outcome is even, then the payoff

is zero. What is the expected payoff?

b) If the outcome is odd, then the payoff is twice the number

of dots. If the outcome is, even, then the payoff is nega-

tive and equal in magnitude to the number of dots (the play-

er-pays the house!). What is the expected payoff to the

player?

2. The number of accidents on the Chicago Skyway on a Monday morn- ,

ing varies from 0 to 5. If the probabitities of the various',

numbers of accidents are given in* the table, what is the expect-

ed numbrer of accidents on a randomly selected Monday morning?

number of accidents 0 1 ,2, 3

probability .62 .15 .10 .08 .02 .03

3. A student estimates that she will earn A4.0 grade-point average
1 1

with probability if, a 3..5 with probability if, a 3.0 with proba-
1 1

bil ity .2-, and a 2.5 with probability -g- . What is her expected

grade-point average for the semester?
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4. A bustnessman in Milwaukee plans to o either a Brathaus otc a

Blergarten. The.Winterscin Milwau can e quite cold, and on

f

a cold day the Brathaus would do much more business than the

Biergarten. On "a warm day the situation would be reverted. In

fact, heiestimates that F;is profi on cold and warm winter days
.<

would be that shown in tde tabl

Profit
in.dollars

Brathaus Biergarted

Cold winter day 300 - 100

Warm winter day 200 400

2
If the probability of a cold winter day is y and the probability'

1.
..of,a warm wir4er day is T.

a) What is_the/txpected.profit from a Brathaus?

b) Wtrat is the ei$tcted profit.from a Biergarten?
4, A

c) Which would .tend to make the most moneY over the winter se

, son?

d) Formulate and solve an analogous problem for the summer sea-

sun.

TEACHER TEASER

In how Ohiny different.ways may the

numbers on a 'tingle die be marked,

with the only condition that the 1

and 6, the'2 and 5, and the 3 and 4

must be on opposite sides?
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Teachers of Mathematics. Washington, D.C., 1959.

, .

Smith, R. R. 'Probability in the Elementary School," in-Enrichment,

MatheMatics fOr the Grades; pp. 217-133. Twenty-seventh Year-
book of the National Councilof Teachers of Mathematics.
Washington., D. C., 1963.

The Teaching of Probability, and Statistics. (Proceedings of the --
, first C.S.M.P. InternationalConference Co-sponsored by'SoUthern

Minois-Uniersity and Central Midwestern Regional tducational
leptnq2). Edited by Lennart RVde. New York: John Wiley &ns,

The perspective which 'children bring to activities inyolving random-
*ness is considered in the reference;

Piaget, Jean..The Child's Conception of Physicaq Causality, tr. by,
Marjorie Grabain: TotoWa, N: Littlefield, Adams. and Co.,
1969. :

Probabllity mate'rials written far school students', elementary and'

secondary,,Whi.ch expand upon the content, of the,p1:obability;.sectigns

of this unit include the following:

CEMRE1: Elements of Mathematics. Bodk 0:- Intuitive ckground,
Chapter 8: "An, Introduction to Probability," S.t. Missouri:

III, Central Midwesteril Regional Education, Laboratdri, 1nc, 197.1.
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v.

Nuffield Mathematics Project, Probability and Statistics. New York:

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1969.

IIISchool Mathematics Study Group. Introquiction to Probability. Part

1: Basic Concepts, Part 2: Special Topics. Palo Alto, Calif.:

Leland Stanford-Junior University, 1966, 1967.

. Probability for Intermediate Grades.'

Palo Alto, Calff.': Leland,Stanford Junior University, 1966.
-

.
.3

. a
,

. Probability for Primary. Grades.

Path Al.to, Ca1i6: Lelantl Stanford Junior University, 1966.
'

. Secondary School Mathematics. Unit

6, Chapter 11, "Probability." Palo Alto, Calif.: Leland

Stan?Ord Junior Univei;alty, 1966.

. Setondary School Mathematics.
.

S ecial ediAoon, Chapter 7"Probability." Palo Alto, Calif.:

Leland.Stanford 'Junior University, 1970. .

..
.

.0ther sOvrces of content-oriented material on probability or proba-

bility an'd statistics-at approximately the same level 'as this unit

include the references:

Brumfiel, C. F., and Krause, E. F. Elementary Mathematics for Teach

ers, Chapter A, Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.,

1969.

Jacobs, Harold R.. Mathematics, A Human Endeavor, Chapters 7:8, 9.

San Franc-*o: W. H. Freeman and Co., 1970.

Meserve, Bruce, and,Sobel, Max. Contemporary Mathematics, Chapters

13, 14. ' Englewoo0 Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

1972.

NCTM.. More 'Topics in Mathem4ics for Elementary School Teachers, in'

Ihirtieth Yearbook of NCTM, Booklet 16. Washington, D. C.:

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1969.

There are many books on the use and misuse f statistics written for

the layman. The book Statistics: 'A Guide to the Unknown is used in

Activity 13.

Campbell, Stephen K. Flaws and Fallacies in Statistical' Thinking.

Englewood Cliffs, 5-,ITZTerse'y: 1Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1974.
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Huff, Darrell. How to Lie with Statistics. New York: W. W. Nofton

81 Co., Inc., 1954.

1111111ur, Judith M.et, al. Statistics: A Guide to the Unknown. San

Francisco:" Holden-Day, 1972.

The Joint Committee on the Curriculum in Statistics and Probability

of the American Statistical Association and the National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics-has prepared a series,of booklets for use by

secondary students. The series is entitled Statistics by Example.

Mosteller, Frederick, ed. Statistics by Example. Part 1: Exploring

Data, Part'2: Weighing Chances, Part 3: Detecting Patterns,
Part 4: Finding Models. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1973.

Other examples of material prepared for the nonspecialist, tnis time

on probability and game9, are the books:

Huff, Darrell. How to Take a Chance. New York: W. W. Norton & Co.,

Inc., 1959.

McDonald, John. Strategy in Poker, Business and War. New York:

W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1950.

III/1
Activities in probability and statistics suitable for use beginning

in grade 7 a' e contained

Johnson, Donovan, et al. Activities in Mathematics. First course,

Probability and Second course, Statistics. Glenview, Ill.:

Scott, Foresman and Co., 1971.
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REQUIRED MATERIALS .

ACTIVITY AUDIO-VISUAL MANIPULATIVE AIDS

,

READINGS .

Overview Slide-tape: "Overview
of Probability and Sta-
tistics," cassette re-
corder and projector.
(Optional)

.

.

.

,

.

-4.

.

,

,

1

Several circular cylinders with
different cross section-6

.

lehgth ratios, a bag of 25
Chips of 4 different colors
(red, white, blue; green), a .

Spinner with 3 equal colored
. sectors (blue, green, red), a

fa'ir coin.

.

e4

3 Two dice, a bridge deck,:

One spinner per group, paper
and colored pencils.

,

10

Answers to questions 1 and 3
of the assignment given on page

of the Overview.
4

.



.....

ACTIVITY
l

-AUDIO-VISUAL MANIPULATIVE AIDS
..

....-

READINGS
,

.

t'

-el

13

OPTIONAL

,

,

..

.

,

4

Mostettet, Ftede&ick.,'
and David L. Wattace,
"Deciding Authm-
ship," Statistics: A
Guide to the Unknown,
edited by Judith M.
Tama, et at. San
Fnancisco: Hotden-
Day, 172, pp. 164-
174.
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,Audio-Visual

Stephen B. Walter,
Design Coordinator

Wallace S. Goya
John W. Hiner
Deane W. Hutton
Jean A. Lescohier
Carrie Hendron Lester
James L. McKittrick
Alexander C. Millar
Kyu- Sun Rhee
Vicki J. Semler
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nna J. Toler
ne S. Walker
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Susan E. Cote,
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e contributions of other individuals who have helped the project in.various ways are also ,
tefully acknowledged. These indMduals include Lynn H, Brown, Roger J, Chilewski,

hn A. Dossey, Robert M. French, George F. Green, Jr, Carole E, Greenes, Nathan p.
abegger, John E, Hall, Larry L, Hatfield, Donald W. Hazekamp, Howard C, Johnson,
chard 0. Kratzer, Michael L. Mahaffey, Golam Mannan, Bruce A. Mitchell , Janet P. Morris,
ichael E. J. Orme, Bernadette Perham, Edward C. Rathmell, James R. Sanders, James E.
hultz, Richard L. Turner, William E. Watkins, Charles S. Weaver, Thomas A. Whitehurst,
ck D. Wilkinson , Lawrence Woodard, Lauren G. Woodby.

e units of the Mathematics-Methods Program were developed by the Mathematics Education
elopment Center under a grant from the UPSTEP program of the National Science Foun-

tion, The writing of each unit was supervised by Professors LeBlanc, Kerr, or Thompson;
ggestions for and reactions to each Unit were received from several members of the Center as

as from consultants. The list of authors for each unit represents those indMduals whose
ntributions were substantial, LeBlanc and Kerr refined and edited each unit.



This unit integrates the content and methods components of
the mathematical training of prospective elementary school
teachers. It focuses on an area of mathematics content and on
the methods of teaching that content to children. The format
of the unit promotes a small-group, activity approach to learn-
ing. The titles of other units are Numeration, Addition and
Subtraction, Multiplication and DMsion, Rational Numbers
with Integers and Reals, Awareness Geometry, Transforma-
tional Geomeiry, Analysis of Shapes, Measurement, Graphs:
The Picturing of Information, Number theory, and Experiences

in Problem Solving,

-A
ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Reading, Massachusetts Menlo Park, California
London: Amsterdam Don Mills, Ontario 'Sych)ey
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